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ABSTRACT
Living in a World of “Stop, Question and Frisk” and “Trespass Enforcement”: Black and Latinx
Youth Engaging in Police Reform in New York City
by
Jeanene Lee Barrett
Advisor: Valerie West

Although much has been written about youths’ experiences with police encounters in general, little
qualitative research has been conducted into the SQF and housing trespass enforcement
experiences of Black and Latinx youth in NYC. Additionally, there is little research that uses the
voice of Black and Latinx youth to envision interactions with NYPD that could improve policecommunity relations. The present study, using a purposively sampled sub-set of 20 transcripts
from a larger focus group process, examined the lived experience of Black and Latinx youth
between the ages of 13 – 25, with a focus on stop-question-frisk (SQF) and housing trespass
enforcement within New York City Housing Authority developments. There were two goals of
this study, the first was to extend the conversation of youth police encounters within the SQF
literature, and to provide insight into trespass encounters in and around NYCHA developments.
The second was the creation of a grounded framework of police engagement, also known as the
TRACE model using the “expert” voice of youth. Some very important findings centered around
participants expressed concerns about their interactions with officers, citing the lack of respect as
a primary issue, frequent harassment, feeling overpowered, fear, and an overall experience of being
dehumanized during encounters. These concerns were the most pronounced amongst the Black
iv

and Latinx youth who lived in and frequented NYCHA developments. These youth shared details
of daily and frequent encounters with police officers and their resulting feelings of fearfulness,
helplessness, and hopelessness, and as a way to avoid these encounters, youth would engage in
avoidance behaviors like running from the police.
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PREFACE
I remember being struck by his small frame, toddler-like smile, and childish yet innocent
behavior. I was immediately drawn to him at the start of the focus group. He was small in
stature, barely reaching five feet and despite his child-like appearance he was smart, articulate,
verbally mature beyond his physical presence, and thoughtful in his response to the questions.
His interactions in comparison to those of his peers were engaging, exhibiting a youthful
innocence – a “black boy joy” type of innocence that appeared only free to present itself behind
the four walls of the youth center that he frequented every day after school. Outside of those
walls, down the 23 steps, and beyond the doors of the center was a different reality, a reality
frequently stripping away the innocence of his youth, placing him within the constant sight of the
NYPD. At the age of 13 he experienced his first stop by the NYPD and his consequent additional
seven stops by the age of 14. Outside of those walls is where he was unable to be a young Black
boy, full of wonder and charisma, able to freely explore the world, wear his hair how he desired,
dress how he wanted, and run or play for no particular reason. Instead, his daily existence and
entrance into adolescence were sprinkled with regular and frequent stops by NYPD – decreasing
extensively, only when his mom cut his hair.
This 14-year-old is one of 187 participants of 20 purposively selected focus groups from
a larger set of 64 conducted during the New York City Joint Remedial Process (JRP). The JRP
was a community engagement effort birthed from the ruling in Floyd v. the City of New York. In
2013, Federal Judge Shira Scheindlin ruled in Floyd et al. v. the City of New York et al. that the
NYPD engaged in a widespread practice of unconstitutional and racially discriminatory stops
and frisks (Floyd v. City of N.Y. , 2013). She ordered the JRP, a comprehensive community
input remedy. Ordering the JRP as part of the Remedies Opinion and Order, Judge Scheindlin
vi

placed at the center of her decision the importance of community voice. In the opinion she
stressed that community voices mattered, not just those of NYPD, individual officers, unions,
and lawmakers, but particularly those of communities most impacted by NYPD’s use of stopquestion-frisk (SQF) in the preceding years.
A case study that examines the history of policing litigation in NYC, placing the JRP at
its center is timely and relevant. That type of study would be a great extension of this work, and
complementary to the study conducted by Amber Thorne Hamilton on the Cincinnati
Collaborative Agreement Process (Thorne-Hamilton , 2017). Instead, this is a study that
examines the SQF and housing trespass enforcement experiences of Black and Latinx youth in
New York City and not a case study examining the history of NYC policing litigation. This study
places their voice and related experiences at the center of the discussion providing a deeper
understanding of their lived experiences with street stops and housing trespass enforcement.
Using their “expert knowledge” to inform a framework of engagement that could improve
police-community relations, this project demonstrates the value of community participation in
reform processes that ultimately create change to policy and practice that directly impact
community members.
In 2015, I was hired to work as the project manager for the JRP. As the project manager I
was tasked with conceptualizing the process, implementing and managing the concept, and
analyzing all data gathered as a result. In this role, I worked under the leadership of the federally
appointed facilitator, Retired Judge Ariel Belen, alongside a deputy facilitator, assistant project
manager, and project assistant and in collaboration with the parties. As the project manager, I
had the privilege of facilitating 64 focus groups, assisting with organizing and conceptualizing
28 community forums, and participating in 19 leadership meetings. All of this work culminated
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in a final report with 14 recommendations and 12 areas for policy consideration. This was no
ordinary process; it was crafted especially for the city of New York and for communities most
impacted by the use of the SQF policy, mirroring a similar process used more than a decade
earlier in Cincinnati, Ohio that also addressed systemic abuse and biased policing practices.
Extending the work of the JRP, this dissertation underscores the importance of community
engagement in policy development and change, more importantly it provides a deeper
understanding of the impact of stop-question-frisk and housing trespass enforcement on Black
and Latinx youth. The human impact of these types of policies are often underestimated and
easily ignored when individuals are unaffected by these practices. This dissertation explores the
human impact, giving voice to those with both direct and vicarious street and housing encounters
with NYPD officers. Taking a qualitative approach, I share the experiences of Black and Latinx
youth, from their mouths to this paper.
Using a purposively selected sample of data gathered during the eight-month focus group
phase of the JRP, this study seeks to better understand the stop-question-frisk and housing
trespass experiences of Black and Latinx youth. The study uses the constructivist grounded
theory approach, resulting in a deep analysis of these data, bringing to form the impact of
frequent and normalized policing encounter experiences of Black and Latinx youth. Using
reform recommendations gathered during these focus groups, suggestions for policies and
practices are provided to improve the way the police department generally, and officers more
specifically engage with Black and Latinx youth throughout New York City.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
“This summer, when I came from summer school, I was walking with a group of people. They
frisked me and were like, “How old are you?” Then I told my age [13]. Then they said, “You’re
lying.” All my friends said, "that's his age." Then they drove off, and it happened again and again.
They hopped out the car, started searching me and asked how old I am.”
- Focus group participant, 14-year-old Black
boy
The New York Police Department’s (NYPD) use of stop-question-frisk (SQF) is well
documented, dating back to a 1999 report written by then Attorney General Eliot Spitzer which
found that “[m]inorities – Blacks in particular – were ‘stopped’ at a higher rate than Whites,
relative to their respective percentages within the population of New York City” (Spitzer, 1999,
p. vii). With a steady increase in the number of stops from 2002 to 2011 despite a declining
crime rate, SQF became the primary public safety initiative during Bloomberg’s administration
(2002 to 2013) (Dunn, 2014). The department continued heavy use of the tactic despite
“[o]ngoing concerns over the consequences of SQF for police relations with minority
communities” (White, 2011, p. 28).
The disparity in the rates of stops based on race and age is also highly researched and
well-documented. In 2011 when NYPD stops reached their all-time high, 51% were Black and
Latino males between the ages of 14 and 24 (NYCLU, 2012 ). Even after the percentage of stops
decreased in 2017, 50% of those stopped continued to fall between the ages of 14 and 25. At the
height of the constitutional violations of SQF in 2011, there were 685,724 stops in New York
City, and Black and Latinx accounted for 87% of those stops (NYCLU, 2012). Even with a
drastic decline in the number of stops since 2011, in 2017 (Table 1) Blacks and Latinx still
accounted for more than 88% of the total stops, with Whites accounting for only 8% of stops
(NYPD, 2011-2017). Between 2002 and 2011 SQF stops were at their highest, but what is lost in
the numbers is the experience of young people and how these frequent interactions were
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concentrated within minority communities throughout the five boroughs of New York City and
how these interactions have the potential of shaping their lives.
Table 1. Number of NYPD SQF in 2011 to 2017
Year

Race
Black not
Hispanic
White Hispanic
Black Hispanic
Asian Pacific
Islander
White
American
Indian/Alaskan
Native
Other
Unknown
TOTAL

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Total

350,743

284,229

104,449

24,319

11,950

6498

6595

788,603

175,302
48,438
23,932

129,368
35,772
17,058

42,659
12,271
6,845

9,700
2,789
2,281

5,090
1,409
1,103

2753
873
737

2570
997
206

367,442
102,549
52,162

5,740
2,897

3,759
2,257

1,145
818

300
192

122
77

1270
38

977
9

13,313
6,288

16,867
61,805
685,724

10,102
50,366
532,911

2,844
20,820
191,851

739
5,467
45,787

1,103
2,514
22,368

140
96
12,404

7
268
11,629

31,802
141,335
1,502,674

Source: NYPD SQF Data 2011 – 2017 available at https://www1.nyc.gov/site/nypd/stats/reportsanalysis/stopfrisk.page

The disparate use of SQF can profoundly affect opinions and perceptions throughout
adulthood, particularly as it relates to legal socialization (Tyler, Fagan, & Geller, 2014). More
striking is the emerging body of research that not only suggest that the widespread use of stops
undermine legitimacy, but that problematic encounters within the criminal justice system may be
a risk factor for later offending (Slocum & Wiley, 2018; Tyler, Fagan, & Geller, 2014; Unnever,
2014; Unnever & Gabbidon, 2011). A recent study focused on NYPD and youth encounters
found that frequent and aggressive police contact was negatively correlated with youths’
educational performance (Geller, 2018; Legewie & Fagan, 2019). Geller, Fagan, Tyler, and Link
(2014) found that young men in New York City with more frequent police contact reported more
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trauma and anxiety symptoms associated with the frequency of stops, intrusiveness of the
encounters and the perceived fairness. While some studies have examined aggregate data, others
have relied on in-depth interviews within specific NYC communities. This study, by contrast,
explored experiences among young people who had personal encounters or vicarious experiences
with NYPD as expressed in extended, facilitated focus group settings. This study also provided
context to the housing trespass experiences of Black and Latinx youth living in and frequenting
New York City Housing Authority (NYCHA) buildings. The knowledge gained by examining
these experiences is a ground-level understanding of their experiences and what is important to
youth during their interactions with police.
Stop, Question, Frisk and Trespass Enforcement Litigation in NYC
The Spitzer Report and Daniels
In 1999 the New York State Office of Attorney General (OAG) published a report as part
of an extensive investigation into the New York City Police Department’s use of SQF (Spitzer,
1999). The AG’s investigation included a quantitative and qualitative descriptive analysis of the
stop and frisk practices citywide, finding that during 1998 and the first three months of 1999,
Blacks comprised 50.6% of all persons stopped and 62.7% of those stopped by NYPD's Street
Crime Unit.
In 1999 the Center for Constitutional Rights (CCR) filed a class action lawsuit, Daniels v.
the City of New York, alleging racial profiling and unlawful use of stop, question, and frisk
(Center for Constitutional Rights , 2012). According to the suit, officers targeted individuals
based on their race and national origin while conducting stops without reasonable suspicion that
the person committed, was committing or was about to commit a crime (Center for
Constitutional Rights , 2012). NYPD stop data for 1997 and 1998 showed that approximately
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78% of stops did not end in an arrest and during these two years there were 16 Blacks stopped
for almost every arrest, calling into question the reason for the stops (Spitzer, 1999). The
settlement agreement approved by Judge Shira Scheindlin in the Daniels case in December of
that year, required policy changes, auditing and public education efforts, and the maintenance of
an SQF database. Listed below are the specific requirements approved by the agreement:
1. NYPD was required to create and maintain an anti-racial profiling policy that would
hold all officers accountable should issues of profiling arise.
2. NYPD would audit officers’ SQF activities to determine the extent to which stops
were based on reasonable suspicion and the level of documentation; quarterly CCR
receive the results of the audits.
3. Engage in public information education efforts that would include public meetings
and workshops at local high schools (Center for Constitutional Rights , 2012).
Despite the settlement agreement in the Daniels case, NYPD did not comply. With a
record number of stop and frisks, and five years later on January 31, 2008, CCR filed the initial
complaint for Floyd v. the City of New York, amending it in April of the same year. As a result,
in September 2008, Judge Shira Scheindlin ordered NYPD to release to CCR all stop-and-frisk
data for the past ten years (Center for Constitutional Rights, 2019).
Housing Trespass Enforcement
On January 29, 2010, the NAACP Legal Defense Fund filed a class action lawsuit –
Davis v. the City of New York on behalf of New York City Housing Authority (NYCHA)
residents and guests. This suit challenged NYPD’s practices of stops and arrests of NYCHA
tenants and their visitors (NAACP-LDF, 2015). New York City is one of only a few cities that
formally engages in housing trespass enforcement. Housing trespass enforcement can occur
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within private apartment buildings participating in Operation Clean Halls, also known as the
Trespass Affidavit Program (TAP) or within NYCHA housing developments, as interior or
exterior patrol. NYCHA housing developments are usually several stories high requiring officers
to patrol vertically, from lower to higher floors, as such, another common term used for interior
police patrol is “vertical patrol.”
Interior patrol has been defined as a policing practice of trespass enforcement aimed at
assisting NYCHA with enforcing its rules, limiting criminal activity, and providing a safe and
secure environment on housing grounds (NYPD, 2016). In this case, police officers patrol the
stairway, hallway, lobby, roof landing/stairs, roof, inside apartment, street and front of the
development looking for individuals who are not residents of the building and suspected of
trespassing. New York City, Chicago and Philadelphia are three cities that have engaged in
policing efforts strictly directed toward public housing. However, in the 1990s Chicago and
Philadelphia discontinued this type of policing enforcement, and as of 2016, NYPD was still
conducting vertical patrols and arresting individuals suspected of trespassing, with updates to the
patrol guide to instruct the manner by which these types of patrols were to be conducted.
Two years following the filing of the Davis litigation another class action lawsuit was
filed on behalf of residents of buildings enrolled in the Operation Clean Halls program, also
known as TAP (New York Civil Liberties Union, 2014). This case, Ligon v. the City of New York
challenged NYPD’s patrolling of private apartment buildings throughout NYC (New York Civil
Liberties Union, 2014). The TAP is a collaborative agreement between the NYPD and property
owners allowing NYPD to enter private properties at any time to arrest individuals suspected of
trespassing (Vance, 2010). The TAP program was originally intended to decrease drug sales by
targeting drug dealers and users within private apartment buildings and has existed since 1991.
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Despite its noted intent, tenants have expressed that this practice often leaves them feeling
policed within their own homes, while also feeling fearful of the likely possibility of their guests
or even themselves being unlawfully stopped and arrested for trespassing (New York Civil
Liberties Union, 2014).
On August 12, 2013, following a nine-week trial in the Floyd case, United States District
Judge for the Southern District Court of New York, Shira Scheindlin issued an opinion deciding
that the NYPD had violated the 4th and 14th amendment rights of many Black and Hispanic
people by engaging in a pattern or practice of racial profiling and unconstitutional stops (Floyd v.
City of N.Y. , 2013). In the second issued Remedies Opinion and Order, Judge Scheindlin
ordered four remedies:
1. The appointment of an Independent Federal Monitor;
2. Implementation of five immediate reforms to practices and policies related to
stop-question-frisk and trespass enforcement, that included at minimum the
following;
3. A Joint Remedial Process (JRP); and
4. The institution of a pilot body worn camera project that required body-worn
cameras to be worn for one-year by officers in the one precinct of each borough
with the highest number of stops in 2012. These precincts were the 75th in
Brooklyn, 103rd in Queens, the 120th in Staten Island, the 23rd in Manhattan and
the 40th in the Bronx. (Floyd v. City of N.Y. , 2013)
The NYC JRP is central to this study as its purpose was to engage those most affected by
NYPD’s use of SQF and trespass enforcement practices, providing an opportunity for
community input toward the development of supplemental reforms beyond those that she
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immediately ordered as part of the Federal Monitorship. While Judge Scheindlin could have
ordered supplementary reforms as a matter of law, she instead ordered a remedies process from
which reform ideas would come directly from individuals with stop, question, and frisk
experiences. This is revolutionary as there had never been a process similar to this ordered in the
state of New York.
In 2015, plaintiffs for the Davis case submitted a preliminary settlement agreement to the
court asking that the Davis case become part of the Federal Monitorship and JRP ordered in the
Floyd v. the City of New York case (NAACP-LDF, 2015). The settlement agreement also sought
revisions to the NYPD Patrol Guide on vertical patrols in NYCHA developments.
Although this dissertation is not necessarily directly focused on these three cases, without
these class action lawsuits this project would not have been possible. The long history of SQF
litigation dating back to 1999 laid the foundation for this study. Without noted violations in
1999, and a requirement for NYPD to document stops in the officer’s form number UF250,1
there would be no data or ordering of the JRP. Ultimately, this turn of events provided an
opportunity for Black and Latinx youth to not only share their experiences with these practices
but to also envision possibilities for improved interactions with NYPD.
The Joint Remedial Process – A Community Engagement Process
In ordering the JRP as a remedy of her opinion, Judge Scheindlin placed at the center of
her decision community voice, stating, “no amount of legal or policing expertise can replace a
community’s understanding of the likely consequences of reforms in terms of both liberty and
safety” (Floyd v. City of N.Y. , 2013, p. 20). The JRP was created as an extension of the Federal
Monitorship lead by Peter L. Zimroth and included a multi-phase information gathering process

1

A UF250 is the form that New York City police officers complete and file after an SQF encounter.
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grounded in engaging with communities most affected by SQF and trespass enforcement. This
community engagement process provided an opportunity for community input toward the
development of supplemental reforms beyond those immediately ordered. Until recently there
was no mechanism by which affected youth in NYC could actively impact policy and practice
until the JRP.
Retired Judge Ariel Belen was appointed to oversee the JRP as the Federal Facilitator.
Soon after his appointment, I was hired as the project manager. In addition to managing the
project, I was also responsible for the conceptualization, sampling, coordination, and facilitation
of the focus group phase, and lastly the analyses of the focus group data. The JRP, originally
conceived of as a way for a variety of stakeholders to be heard during the reform process, soon
became a multi-phase community engagement process that placed at the center of its efforts, the
goal of realizing and identifying reforms beyond those already ordered. The only caveat to any
reforms identified during the JRP was that they must not be broader than necessary to bring the
NYPD into compliance with the U.S. Constitution.
To ensure that a wide variety of stakeholders were included within the JRP, five phases
were developed: 1. relationship building and alliance development; 2. focus group; 3. leadership
meeting; 4. community forum; and 5. final report. The purpose of the relationship building phase
was to engage the community and activist organizations in small round-table meetings intended
to lay the foundation for the focus group discussions with small, purposively selected groups.
The focus group phase was an opportunity to engage in semi-structured small group
discussions with individuals who were identified as having both direct and vicarious experiences
with SQF. The focus groups were hosted by the organizations with whom the team met with
during the relationship building phase. Participants for the groups were selected by the staff of
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the host organizations based on the provided criteria. Anonymity was maintained for all
participants. The basic criterion for participation was either direct or vicarious experience with
SQF or trespass enforcement. The focus group narratives included detailed accounts of SQF,
trespass suspicion, and trespass arrest experiences of people of color ranging from 14 to 80 years
of age. The main themes gathered from the focus groups informed the leadership and community
forum phases.
Although leadership meetings and community forums were held at distinctly different
stages, their implementation slightly overlapped. The leadership meetings were held with
organization leaders, researchers and thought leaders, and other identified parties to gather
concrete reform ideas based on their experience, practice, and research. An additional intended
purpose was to refine general ideas from the focus groups. The community forums were a group
of community meetings similar to town halls that were aimed at gathering additional ideas to
supplement the information already collected during the earlier focus group and leadership
phases.
Of these multiple phases, the most relevant to this research is the focus group phase. Over
an eight-month period, 64 focus groups were conducted with 516 participants. Out of the 64
focus groups, 20 groups were selected for this project, with 187 total participants. During focus
group discussions, participants were honest and transparent, some of them sharing fully their
almost daily experiences with police encounters.
Police Reform & Community Voice
The demand for greater community voice in policing dates back to the 1960s. Demands
came as a response to the change in policing practices during the professional era of policing
(Walker, 2015). During this period, police-community relations declined as police
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professionalism increased, primarily a result of police practices shifting from a communityengaged, problem-solving focus to an emphasis on efficiency and the standardization of police
response (Greene, 2000). Although policing standards improved, increasing efficiency within
police departments, the relationship between communities of color and police became further
fractured calling for efforts to improve police-community relations (Walker, 2015).
Policy efforts to improve police-community relations have taken many forms. Reforms
included Citizen Police Academies, Department of Justice Community Relations Service
(assistance aimed at resolving tensions and improving police-community relations), mandated
reform efforts stemming from Federal Consent Decrees, and litigation efforts similar to those in
NYC (Cohn, 1996; United States Department of Justice , 2015; Stone, Foglesong, & Cole, 2009).
In rare instances, community voice has been included in either the form of a resolution,
implementation of an effort, or post analysis of the developed policy stemming from these
efforts.
President Obama’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing encouraged the inclusion of
community voice. Noting within their 2015 report the importance of collaboration with
communities and neighborhoods disproportionately affected by crime when developing policies
and strategies (Ramsey & Robinson, 2015). They also suggested engaging community members
in the development of training to ensure quality, effectiveness and legitimacy (Ramsey &
Robinson, 2015).
Mandated police reform resulting from a DOJ finding or an order issued by a court has
traditionally taken a top-down approach, including community input to a minimal extent. In the
past, when the DOJ had a finding, the police department in question was required to enter into
negotiated agreements that contained a list of reforms intended to enhance accountability and
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practice (Walker, 2003). These agreements were typically born from a negotiation process
between the DOJ, the police department, and selected representatives of affected parties (Ross &
Parke, 2009). Recently, this process has come under criticism based on the limited inclusion and
consideration of input from those affected by a “pattern or practice” of unconstitutional behavior
by the sanctioned police department (Simmons, 2008). Simmons (2008) argued that those
affected by policies should participate in the development of policies, essentially it should be a
democratic process. Ross and Parke (2009) agreed stating when policies are made without the
involvement of communities most affected and behind closed doors with the threat of a lawsuit,
police become indebted specific stakeholders. Of the many consent decrees and lawsuits against
various cities and police departments, only three cities (i.e., Cincinnati, Seattle, and New York)
have engaged community members in reform efforts, taking a bottom-up approach.2 However, a
need for greater community voice in police policy reform and practice continues to exist,
especially in NYC (Livingston D. , 1998; 1999; Simmons, 2014; Walker, 2015).
The involvement of affected people in policy change and research processes is not
uncommon. Many government agencies and some policymakers use ‘participatory social
planning’ as the process by which to engage community members in policy development (DTSC,
2003; Irvin & Stansbury, 2004; Morris, McNamara, & Belcher, 2019; Robinson & Cooke, 2007).
Similarly, participatory action researchers actively engage community members in the research
process, emphasizing community participation and action (Janes, 2016; Ozanne & Saatcioglu,

2

In 2002, a Collaborative Agreement calling for a community engagement effort towards reforming the Cincinnati
Police Department was created as a result of a 2001 class action lawsuit filed by the ACLU and the Cincinnati Black
United Front. This agreement continued until 2008 under court supervision. In December 2011 DOJ found that the
Seattle Police Department had engaged in a pattern or practice of using excessive force in violation of the Fourth
Amendment. Since 2013 the Seattle Police Department has actively engaged residents in better understanding
community perceptions of the Seattle Police Department, with a concurrent creation of the Community Police
Commission (CPC).
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2008; Sandwick, et al., 2018; Stoudt, et al., 2016; Torre, Fine, Stoudt, & Fox, 2012). In these
instances, the engagement of the community in policy change/development and research
processes has proven to be empowering, resulting in more effective policies, while providing a
sense of legitimacy in those policies developed (Fischer, 2012; Stoudt, et al., 2016).
The procedural justice literature places the importance of voice in the decision-making
processes at the center of its findings (Brockner, et al., 2001; Greenberg & Folger, 1983; Lind &
Tyler, 1988; Tankebe, 2013; Thibaut & Walker, 1978; Tyler T. R., 1989). The inclusion of
community voice, specifically Black and Latinx youth in police reform in New York City could
help ensure the development of policies and practices that young people find legitimate while
minimizing negative collateral effects that can result from top-down policymaking. Walker
concludes that in order to help reduce police misconduct and increase legitimacy greater
community voice is needed. Judge Scheindlin underscores Walker’s point in her 2013 Floyd
opinion, stating that
…the communities most affected by the NYPD’s use of SQF have a distinct perspective
that is highly relevant to crafting effective reforms. No amount of legal or policing
expertise can replace a community’s understanding of the likely practical consequences
of reforms in terms of liberty and safety (p. 21).
The ruling in the Floyd case created this unique opportunity to add to the body of
knowledge that speaks to the lived experience of Black and Latinx youth through their own
words, providing reform suggestions idealized by the very youth who frequently experienced
these encounters. Shifting the role from those typically categorized as expert to individuals who
are directly impacted by decisional changes in policy and practices. The expert voices on SQF
and housing trespass enforcement are those who lived the reality. As the conveyer of this
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knowledge, I analyzed these experiences and recommendations from a position of a researcher in
the search for meaning and understanding with one of the end goals of creating a framework of
police engagement with Black and Latinx youth (Opie, 1992).
Purpose and Goals
A common thread in the literature is the serious and far-reaching implications of frequent
and aggressive police encounters with youth. These implications range from a negative impact
on educational outcomes and mental health, to a net-widening effect where young people who
otherwise would not have contact with the juvenile and criminal justice systems become system
involved. Although there is extensive research on young peoples’ street encounters with police,
there is virtually none that speaks to the experience of police interactions in and around their
place of residence and no studies using the voice of young people to develop a framework of
engagement.
Using the SQF and housing trespass enforcement experiences of Black and Latinx youth
and young adults, this study examined recommendations for changes as shared by young people
engaged in a police reform process ordered by the federal courts, known as the JRP. These data
also provide experiential details of life as a young person navigating the experiences of stopquestion-frisk and trespass enforcement. The goal of this dissertation was to gather a deeper
understanding of the street stop and housing trespass encounters of Black and Latinx youth in
NYC, while also developing a grounded framework of police community engagement with these
young people. The following research questions are answered in pursuit of this goal:
1. How do Black and Latinx youth between the ages of 13 and 25 experience street
stops and housing trespass enforcement by the NYPD?
2. What do Black and Latinx youth impacted by SQF and trespass enforcement think
NYPD can do to improve community-police relations with them?
13

Organization of the Dissertation
Chapter 2 is a review of the relevant literature divided into two parts: 1. a discussion of
race and policing and police encounters with youth, and 2. a discussion of the history and reform
efforts to NYPD. In the third chapter, a detailed review of Constructivist Grounded Theory
(CGT) is provided in addition to a discussion on researcher positionality. This chapter also
discusses the original data collection methodology as part of the JRP, and the purposive selection
of focus groups for this study. Chapter 4 includes the data analysis techniques as required by
CGT. Participants’ experiences are distilled into categories for a more comprehensive
understanding, followed by a discussion of the pathway to the development of the TRACE
Model, a grounded community engagement framework as suggested by youth who participated
in the focus groups. Chapter 5 provides a detailed explanation of the findings, discussing original
and focused codes and the final categorization of these data. Also discussed is dehumanization as
expressed by study participants, and the TRACE Model connecting existent theoretical
frameworks and concepts. Finally, Chapter 6 provides a discussion summary of the findings,
suggestions for future research, and contributions to policy and practice.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
Race and Policing
In his 1980 book, Richard Lundman suggested three types of policing systems - informal,
transitional, and modern (Lundman, 1980). Informal policing usually included members of the
community sharing in the responsibility of maintaining order, typified by constables, and
day/night watches. Transitional policing created a bridge between informal and modern types.
While modern policing was characterized by persons having full time policing responsibilities,
continuity in both the office and the procedure, and centralized (Lundman, 1980).
Most all accounts of policing history note that the first American modern-style policing
force was created in Boston in 1838. Over the next 27 years, nine police departments evolved
from older systems of militia, sheriffs and night watches emerged in New York City, Chicago,
New Orleans, Cincinnati, Philadelphia, St. Louis, Newark, Baltimore, and Detroit (Walker, A
critical history of police reform, 1977). The Municipal Police Act passed by the New York State
Legislature on May 7, 1844 became a formal ordinance that established the New York City
Police Department in 1845 (William and A. Gould and Co., 1844). Prior to this new policing
system modeled after London’s Metropolitan Police Service, the New York night watch system
consisted of one-night watchman, 100 marshals, 31 constables, and 51 municipal police officers
(Lankevich, 1998).
Police relationships with communities of color, specifically Black communities were
rooted in a tense history of conflict, beginning with slave patrols. These patrols written into law
during the early to mid-18th century, with South Carolina passing its first slave patrol law in the
early 1700s. The primary duties of the slave patrollers were to guard against the acquisition of
guns by slaves, break up gatherings, patrol for runaway slaves, and look for suspicious activity
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(Hadden, 2001). Former slaves reported feeling that their movements were restricted and that
they were often questioned and searched without reason during these encounters.
Some scholars differ as to the type of policing system that slave patrols typified.
According to Reichel (1988), these patrols were an early example of the transitional police
system, whereas Walker (1977) argued that “it would seem that the first modern-style police
systems appeared in the southern cities as part of a general approach to the control of slaves” (p.
4). Although the legal use and formation of slave patrols in southern cities ended in 1865, twenty
years after the NYPD was established, informal patrols began to surface, populated by southern
police forces and white supremacist organizations, like the Ku Klux Klan (Hadden, 2001).
Essentially, at the same time when one of the last largest modern-day police systems was created
in Detroit, the south shifted from the legal use of slave patrols to the existence of informal slave
patrols.
Slave Patrols and Street Stops
Present day experiences of movement restriction and stops without reason and based on race are
widely recorded. In one of the first studies examining youth police interactions in New York
City, Afro-Caribbean youth reported feeling that their “interactions with officers often involved
racial profiling and disrespectful treatment” (Solis, Portillos, & Brunson, 2009, p. 49). And in a
2000 study of 125 African American males in New Jersey, one-fourth of the participants cited
“racial motivation" as the reason for the stop (Jones-Brown, 2000). A phenomenological study of
Black college-attending youth expressed feeling that “their identities, their innocence, and their
actual behaviors leading to or during police contact were irrelevant to the encounter,” citing race
instead as the predominant factor (Nordberg, Twis, Stevens, & Hatcher, 2018, p. 515). A number
of other studies conducted during the early and mid-2000s found similar themes. For example,
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Rod K. Brunson (2007) found that St. Louis youth also shared experiences of being arbitrarily
stopped, expressing frustrations and feeling harassed when officers stopped them with no basis
for suspicion. The youth in this study reasoned that officers presumed that if you were young,
Black, and male that you were a criminal (Brunson, 2007). This same sentiment was shared by
participants in other studies (e.g., Brown, Novak, & Frank, 2009; Brunson & Miller , 2006;
Brunson & Weitzer, 2009; Gau & Brunson, 2010; Solis, Portillos, & Brunson, 2009).
In one of very few studies exploring the police stop experiences of White youth, Gau and
Brunson (2010) found slight racial differences between Black and White youth in this St. Louis
study. According to Gau and Brunson (2010), White participants held more positive views and
had less troubled relationships with police in comparison to Black youth. Additionally, while
both White and Black participants reported experiencing unwelcomed police encounters, these
encounters were less frequent for White youth.
In a 2016 study conducted in Chicago, youth expressed living with the constant
possibility of being stopped and searched despite their law-abiding status (Futterman, Hunt, &
Kalven, 2016). This experience left them feeling dehumanized, increasing the divide between
young Black people and the police, creating barriers to trust building. In another Chicago study
conducted by Sanchez and Adams (2011), youth respondents reported feeling that stops were not
random but instead based on assumptions related to the way they dressed. In the same study both
Latino and African American youth expressed that officers would arbitrarily stop them, most
times using offensive language and physical contact.
In his book Justice without Trial: Law Enforcement in Democratic Society, Jerome
Skolnick concluded that police officers had come to identify “certain kinds of people as symbolic
assailants” (1994, p. 44). The symbolic assailant was a person who used gestures, language, and
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wore attire that the police had come to recognize as a prelude to violence (Skolnick, 1994). To
underscore this point, Skolnick provides an excerpt of an article entitled “Field Interrogation” by
Thomas F. Adams that outlines the instances when officers should select an individual for a field
interrogation – with the most important point being that the individual must be suspicious
attributing certain characteristics to perceived delinquent boys (Piliavin & Briar, 1964).
These findings reinforced the idea that officers identified certain kinds of people as symbolic
assailants.
Delores Jones-Brown (2007) argued that “policing in America was Pavlovian in nature,
that police were conditioned to suspect Black, Black males in particular, of wrong-doing in the
absence of criminality” (p. 103). This point is underscored in Skolnick’s original piece.
According to Jones-Brown (2007), despite changing times and years of police innovation, there
remains a belief that blackness, particularly male blackness is associated with criminality and
dangerousness, resulting in over policing. This particular point resonates within many Black
communities throughout the United States. For example, one report from the Boston Police
Department (BPD) found that they unfairly targeted Black people because of their race, with
Blacks accounting for 63% of police civilian encounters, while accounting for only 24.4% of the
population at the time (ACLU Racial Justice Program , 2014). There were similar findings of
race and ethnicity driving stops and street encounters in Newark, Milwaukee, Chicago, and
Philadelphia. While over the past 20 years, all of the police departments that were first
established in the 19th century had been the subject of lawsuits and consent decrees because of
discriminatory hiring practices or constitutional violations while policing Black communities
(e.g. In re Cincinnati Policing – Collaborative Agreement (2001); United States of America v.
City of Detroit Michigan and the Detroit Police Department (2003); Floyd v. the City of N.Y.
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(2013);United States of America v. the City of Ferguson (2016); United States of America v.
Police Department of Baltimore City (2017)).
With regard to the Pavlovian nature of policing, in 2017 88.7% of the documented stops
were Black and Latinx (NYPD, 2011-2017). With Blacks accounting for 24% of the New York
City population at the time and more than 55% of those stopped (Census Bureau, 2018).
Focusing on the 10,162 stops of Black and Latinx in 2017, approximately 28% of those ended in
an arrest, compared to the 977 stops of White people with 35% of those ending in an arrest
(NYPD, 2011-2017).
Ayers and Borowsky (2008) found that African Americans and Hispanics were overstopped, over-frisked, over-searched, and over-arrested. Among other studies that explore
interactions between police and citizens, many have found that the encounters were closely
related to race (Fagan & Davies, 2000; Gelman, Fagan, & Kiss, 2007; Jones-Brown, Stoudt,
Johnston, & Moran, 2013; Spitzer, 1999; Tyler, Fagan, & Geller, 2014). Generally, Blacks and
Hispanics were stopped more often than whites, with many of these stops never ending in an
arrest. In New York City between the years of 2004 and 2012, one in nine stops resulted in an
arrest and there were next to no hits for gun possession (Tyler, et al., 2014). Fagan and Davies
(2000), using race-specific crime counts from 1997 found that the stop rates for Blacks were
almost five times higher and for Hispanics four times higher than non-Hispanic Whites.
Over policing is not just limited to excessive police civilian encounters, but it also
includes the disparate use of force based on race and gender, lengthy detentions by officers
without explanation, and the assumption of guilt even before a proper arrest (Brunson & Miller,
2006; Jashnani, Bustamante, & Stoudt, 2017). In several studies, many youths expressed feeling
victimized during encounters with officers, with a common thread of officers’ use of offensive
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language and physical contact during encounters with young people. There were a number of
studies that found that youth regularly felt harassed and that encounters with officers started with
aggressive physical contact of some sort (Borrero, 2001; Brunson, 2007; Brunson & Weitzer,
2009; Stoudt, Fine, & Fox, 2011); and youth tend to feel targeted based on their ethnicity
(Sanchez & Adams, 2011; Solis, Portillos, & Brunson, 2009). Constant arbitrary stops, coupled
with harassment and aggressive physical contact often resulted in attempts at avoiding contact
with officers (Weitzer & Brunson, 2009). The avoidance strategies ranged from refraining from
wearing specific clothing and associating with certain individuals (Eterno, Barrow, & Silverman,
2016; Jashnani, Bustamante, & Stoudt, 2017) to taking alternative routes home from school and
running from officers (Sanchez & Adams, 2011; Weitzer & Brunson, 2009).
Where gender tended to act as a protective mechanism, it is not in the case of policeinitiated stops, in some instances it acted as an aggravator increasing the likelihood of policeinitiated contact (Brunson & Miller, 2006; Fine, et al., 2003). Both young women and men
reported being harassed, but the stops of young women were less arbitrary and more often related
to curfew violations (Brunson & Miller, 2006). In the instances where young women were
stopped, they expressed concern about being sexually harassed by the officers. Fine et al., (2003)
reported in their 2003 New York City study that two-fifths of young women complained of
sexual harassment by police officers including 51 percent of Whites and 38 percent of Blacks.
On the other hand, Brunson and Miller (2006) found girls were concerned about the threat of
sexual assault by male officers.
Direct police encounters are not the only influence on perceptions of police conduct.
Young people who had no personal encounters with officers shared stories where they either
observed an aggressive stop or heard from a friend or family member of their experience of an
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aggressive police encounter (Brunson, 2007; Weitzer & Tuch, 2004a; Rosenbaum, Schuck,
Costello, Hawkins, & Ring, 2005; Feagin & Sikes, 1994). As Brunson and Pegram (2018) note
“though age and race are consistently strong predictors of citizen’s evaluations of police, indirect
experiences have also been shown to be important” (p. 90). This type of indirect exposure shapes
the collective view of police by community members, resulting in a further decline in policecommunity relations (Brunson, 2007; Rengifo & Pater, 2017; Rosenbaum, Schuck, Costello,
Hawkins, & Ring, 2005; Weitzer & Tuch, 2005).
Police and Trespass Enforcement
Public housing developments and those residing there have are stigmatized (Holzman,
1996; DeLone, 2008; Sampson & Raudenbush, 2004). Many have argued that this unfounded
one-sided view of public housing and those who occupy its space is a result of media
sensationalism (Carlis, 2009; Fagan, Davies, & Carlis , 2012), and police, politicians, and
criminologists need to justify theories, practices and tactics aimed at reducing crime as a result
(Carlis, 2009; Sohoni, 2017). One such tactic is vertical patrol, a practice used by NYPD since
the early 90s to assist NYCHA in enforcing their rules and decreasing criminal activity.
According to the NYPD Patrol Operations/Vertical Patrol Police Student's Guide, "a vertical
patrol could be either directed (in search for a subject) or random (routine patrol) and includes
inspection of the lobby, roof landing, rooftop, basement, hallways, stairwells and elevators" (p.
18). Although initially intended to assist NYCHA with providing a safe and secure living
environment for its residents, Fagan et al. (2012) found evidence of racially selective trespass
enforcement. As noted by Obanor (2016), despite the purpose of trespass enforcement there have
been concerns about the manner in which this practice was implemented across NYC, but
specifically in NYCHA housing developments.
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Recent studies have found that minority youth were disproportionately impacted by
NYPD’s SQF policies (Bellin, 2014; Eterno, Barrow, & Silverman, 2016; Evans, Maragh, &
Porter, 2014; Simmons, 2014; Stoudt, et al., 2016; Tyler, Fagan, & Geller, 2014). However, there
is otherwise very little research that has looked at minority youth narratives around their
experience with NYPD trespass enforcement.

Brief History of Police Stops
The practice of stopping, questioning, and frisking people as an allowable practice that
dates back to 1968 when the United States Supreme Court ruled that police officers can SQF
suspicious individuals without probable cause for arrest in Terry v. Ohio (Jones-Brown, Stoudt,
Johnston, & Moran, 2013). A street stop by a police officer is only possible if the officer
reasonably suspected that the person had committed, is committing, or about to commit a crime;
and an escalation to a frisk is only allowable when an officer fear the risk of injury by the
individual Terry v. Ohio (No. 392 U.S. 1). 1976, the New York Court of Appeals ruled that, “a
police officer in the absence of criminality could approach a private citizen on the street for the
purpose of requesting information” People v. Debour (40 N.Y.2d 210). People v. Debour (40
N.Y.2d 210) established four basic levels of police-citizen encounters in New York state with the
intent to balance individual rights and police conduct by “creating a standard that justifies police
interference by requiring increasing levels of cause and suspicion” (Long, 2014, p. 1468). The
four levels of police-citizen encounters are:
1. Level I—the officer should have an objective credible reason and has
permission to approach and request information;
2. Level II—the officer should have founded suspicion and has permission to
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inquire;
3. Level III—the officer has reasonable suspicion and has permission to stop a
person (and if there is fear of a weapon), frisk them; and
4. Level IV—the officer has probable cause and is permitted to arrest the person
and conduct a full search incident to the arrest (Jones-Brown, et al., 2013).
As such, Debour guides the way by which officers engage in investigative
encounters with New York City citizens. According to Patrol Guide 212-11, “uniformed
members of service must conduct investigative encounters in a lawful and respectful
manner,” with the authority to initiate appropriate inquiries and investigative encounters
that include stops, or using any lawful and appropriate tactics to ensure that the officer is
safe during the investigative encounter (NYPD, 2018). These tactics are listed as follows
within the Patrol Guide:
“PROTECTIVE MEASURES - Even if an officer does not have reasonable
suspicion that a person is armed and dangerous, there are tactics for officer safety
that an officer may use short of a frisk when the officer reasonably perceives
her/his safety is at risk. These include ordering the individual to take her/his hands
out of her/his pockets, put down or step away from an otherwise lawful object that
could be used as a weapon, grabbing the person’s hands, if the circumstances
suggest the person may be grabbing a weapon, or forcibly removing the person’s
hands from her/his pockets, if the individual refuses to remove them from her/his
pockets. Any lawfully possessed article that is removed/safeguarded by a member
of the service during an investigative encounter should be returned to the
individual at the conclusion of the encounter (unless probable cause is developed,
and the individual is arrested). The officer can engage protective measures at
Level 2 and Level 3. In rare occasions, the officer can engage protective measures
at Level 1” (p. 2).
Although SQF as a policing tactic is constitutional, Judge Scheindlin ruled it
unconstitutional as practiced by NYPD (Floyd v. City of N.Y. , 2013). Plaintiffs in the
Floyd case argued that their rights had been violated in two ways: “(1) they were stopped
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without the legal basis in violation of the Fourth Amendment, and (2) they were targeted
for stops because of their race in violation of the Fourteenth Amendment” (Floyd v. City
of N.Y. , 2013, p. 1). Controversy associated with NYPD’s use of this policing tactic
dates back to 1999, stemming from community outrage and demonstrations against the
shooting of Amadou Diallo, a death that began as a street encounter with officers.
In 1990, William Bratton became the Chief of the Transit police and with the
advisement of George Kelling, developed and implemented a Broken Windows based
enforcement strategy (White, 2011). Broken Windows theory, a construct presented by
James Q. Wilson and George L. Kelling in 1982, argued that there was a connection
between the existence of quality of life offenses and more violent crimes (Wilson &
Kelling , 1982). The initiative originally targeting aggressive panhandling, farebeating,
and robberies in the subway, soon expanded beyond the underground subway spilling out
onto the streets. With more than a 30% decline in subway felony crime Mayor Giuliani
later named Bratton Commission of the NYPD (Bratton & Knobler, 1998).
As police commissioner, Bratton prioritized philosophical and structural changes
to the department in 1994. At the top of this list was an aim to reduce crime by 10% in
his first year (White, 2011). Executing a strategy that had been successful during his
tenure as the Chief of Transit Police, he once again embraced the Broken Windows
theory. In addition to quality of life enforcement, an increase in police personnel, and a
strategic initiative focused on the seizure and suppression of illegal weapons,
Commissioner Bratton instituted a new management approach, known as COMPSTAT
(Bratton, 2006). COMPSTAT, formally known as computerized statistics, is a police
management system with a primary focus on measuring and managing for improved
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outcomes while taking a preventative approach to controlling crime (Bratton &
Malinowski, 2008). According to Commissioner Bratton,
…the quickest way to impact crime is with a well-led, managed and appropriately
resourced police force that embraces risk taking and not risk adversity and a policing
structure that includes accountability-focused COMPSTAT management principles,
broken windows quality of-life initiatives and problem-oriented community policing
(Bratton & Malinowski, 2008, p. 261).
This new goal of broken windows policing in New York City required a much
greater reliance on stop, question, and frisk (SQF). Stops continued to rise despite a
declining crime rate with the burden falling disproportionately onto Black people (Fagan
& Davies, 2000; Fagan J. , Geller, Davies, & West, 2010; Gelman, Fagan, & Kiss, 2007).
With a consistent increase in the number of stops, there was a 75% concurrent increase in
1998 in the number of civil rights claims against officers (Greene, 1999).
With a focus on impact, NYPD’s Operation Impact launched in 2003. The
initiative’s goal was to decrease crime rates by increasing investigative stops, while
placing an emphasis on deploying more officers, like rookies to crime hot spots
(MacDonald, Fagan, & Geller, 2016). At the commencement of Operation Impact in
2003, the NYPD deployed about 1500 new police officers to impact zones, encouraging
them to engage in investigatory street stops (MacDonald, et al., 2016). Shortly after in
2004, Mayor Bloomberg touting the success of Operation Impact celebrating the
revamped the initiative which included an upgraded name to Operation Impact II and
added 1,000 extra officers. By 2016, there were 30 impact zones, and between the years
of 2004 and 2012, all but one of the precincts had at least one impact zone with these
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zones predominately located where Black and Latinos lived (MacDonald, et al., 2016).
Despite the increase in stops within these zones, there was no measurable effect on crime
(MacDonald, et al., 2016).
The combination of Operation Impact with the use of COMPSTAT produced
higher rates of stops throughout Black and Latino communities culminating in a
widespread practice of racial profiling throughout New York City. In her 2013 opinion,
Judge Scheindlin (Floyd v. City of N.Y. , 2013) found that:
1. The NYPD carried out more stops where there were more Black and Hispanic
residents;
2. Blacks and Hispanics were more likely than whites to be stopped within
precincts;
3. For the period of 2004 through 2009, Blacks were 30% more likely to be
arrested than White;
4. For the period 2004 through 2009, after controlling for suspected crime and
precinct characteristics, Blacks were stopped about 14% more likely than
Whites; and
5. For the period 2004 through 2009, all else being equal, the odds of a stop
resulting in any further enforcement action were 8% lower if the person
stopped was Black than if the person was White; and the greater the Black
population in a precinct, the less likely that a stop would result in a sanction.
Reform Efforts to NYPD 1890s to 1995
The New York City Police Department is no stranger to reform efforts resulting from
corruption and constitutional violations. The earliest efforts go as far back as the 1890’s with the
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creation of the first body appointed to investigate corruption - the Lexow Committee officially
known as the New York State Committee on Police Department of the City of New York (Lyon,
1895). From 1912 until 1995, there were ongoing reform efforts all focused on corruption
(Bureau of Municipal Research, 1914; Knapp Commission , 1973; Lyon, 1895; New York City
police corruption investigation commissions, 1894 - 1994, 1997; Seabury, 1974; The
Commission, 1994).

Table 2. Reform efforts to NYPD 1890 to 1995.
Year
1890s
1914

Committee
Lexow Committee
Curran Committee

1932

Hofstadter Committee

1949
1972-1973
1994
1995

Helfand Investigation
Knapp Commission
Mollen Commission
Commission to Combat Police Corruption

Issue
Crusade against vice and corruption
Investigate allegations of NYPD
corruption
Probe of police and judicial
corruption
Probe of NYPD Corruption
Investigate NYPD Corruption
Investigate NYPD Corruption
Board created to monitor and
evaluate anti-corruption programs

Source: New York City Police Corruption Investigation Commissions
Reform Efforts to NYPD 1998 to 2018
Most relevant to this dissertation are the reform efforts arising out of the Community
Relations Task Force created in 1997 by Mayor Giuliani, after Abner Louima was attacked by
several police officers in a Brooklyn precinct (Mayor's Press Office, 1997). This report had 75
recommendations pertaining to NYPD with the following holding specific relevance to this
dissertation (The Task Force on Police/Community Relations, 1998):
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1. The task force recommended that the Youth Academy be expanded from 1,000 youth
participants per summer to 5,000 per summer. It was also recommended that the
NYPD develop police-youth encounter workshops.
2. The task force recommended that each of the 76 precinct commanders and
Community Precinct Councils develop and institute “citizen-police town hall
dialogues,” along with facilitation skills training for precinct commanders and
Community Precinct Council presidents.
3. The task force recommended the enhancement of the Cadet Corps by increasing the
funding levels dramatically.
4. The task force recommended that public forums involving police and the community
should continue at regular intervals throughout the year.
5. The task force recommended that the Mayor’s training for officers have an additional
emphasis in the areas of diversity, conflict resolution, and interpersonal relations;
with the inclusion of community members in the trainings in an attempt to increase
the community’s trust of, and contact with, the police.
6. The task force recommended more intentional efforts at including community
member in planning and policy development.
7. The task force encouraged training on racial profiling, excessive use of force, and
race and ethnic group relations.
As a compliment to the Task Force Report, three members of the task force, Michael Meyers,
Margaret Fung, and Norman Siegel, wrote a dissenting report highlighting several issues existing
throughout their six-month tenure. There were 15 recommendations in this report focused on
hiring, psychological evaluations, community engagement and accountability.
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Following the shooting death of Amadou Diallo, New York Attorney General, Eliot
Spitzer issued a report identifying the following issues (Spitzer, 1999):
1. There had been a steady deterioration in the relations between the minority population
and NYPD;
2. There existed a climate of resentment and distrust of the NYPD within New York’s
minority neighborhoods; and
3. Blacks were stopped at a much higher rate than whites.
Less than a year later, following the highly publicized torture of Abner Louima and death
of Amadou Diallo, the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights conducted a hearing in New York City
“to examine current police practices and their impact on civil rights in the community at large,”
(U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, 2000, p. 1). During its investigation, the U.S. Commission on
Civil Rights expected NYPD to be fully transparent, enabling them to determine to what extent
the Mayor’s task force recommendations were implemented. Unfortunately, the information
provided “lacked specificity with regard to scope, strategy, timeframe, cost, and impact” (U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights, 2000, pp. vii-ix). Ultimately, a report was issued titled Police
Practices and Civil Rights in New York City, making a number of findings and
recommendations, noting that communities had not been sufficiently involved in the planning
and implementation process of the recommendations from the Mayor’s task force (U.S.
Commission on Civil Rights, 2000). Especially important was the finding that out of 139,409
UF-250’s examined in 1998 Blacks were stopped disproportionately in comparison to other
communities.
In 2011, the Vera Institute, Center on Youth Justice conducted a study with
approximately 500 respondents and investigated how being stopped by police, and the frequency
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of those stops, affect those who experience these stops at a young age. Using surveys and indepth interviews the study revealed that police-community relations had been negatively
impacted by the excessive use of SQF (Fratello, Rengifo, & Trone, 2013). Some specific
findings included: the frequent experience of being stopped and feeling that the stops were
unjustified and unfair; frisks, searches, threats and force were commonly used; trust in law
enforcement had corroded, and the willingness to cooperate with police was very low; and a
negative correlation existed between youth being stopped in the past and the likelihood of
reporting crimes (Fratello, et al., 2013). The following were recommendations from their study
(p. 3): The NYPD should:
1. Continue to recalibrate its stop and frisk practices so as to remedy the serious
consequences to police-community relations and public safety that this study
revealed.
2. Expand trainings to encourage respectful policing.
3. Collaborate with the predominately Black and Hispanic/Latino communities where
stop and frisk had been concentrated to improve relationships by finding tangible
strategies to put into practice.
4. Partner with researchers to better understand the costs and benefits of proactive
policing strategies as well as practices such as stop and frisk.
In an effort to further improve police community relations, the Manhattan and Brooklyn
Borough presidents, along with NYCLU Executive Director Norman Siegel hosted a series of
community dialogues in January 2015. These discussions, taking place throughout Manhattan
and Brooklyn resulting in a final report, published in September 2015 outlining 21
recommendations (Adams, Brewer, & Siegel, 2015).
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Finally, in 2018 the final report and recommendations from the JRP was issued to Judge
Analisa Torres of the Southern District of New York. Placing an emphasis on improvement of
police-community relations and trust building, the report included fourteen recommendations to
the court, and twelve areas for policy consideration (Belen, 2018).The recommendations to the
court centered around discipline and feedback regarding officer conduct, body worn cameras and
recording Level 1 and 2 encounters, accessing stop reports, ongoing community engagement and
community surveys, public education, the use of SQF to develop youth informants, and trauma
informed trainings. The policy recommendations were written to address concerns around
accommodations for homeless youth, interactions between NYCHA tenants and the NYPD,
NYPD practices at subway stations, cultural competency trainings, the repeal of Civil Rights
Law 50-A, community engagement and investment, and training for plainclothes police officers.
Current Research
Since the Floyd case, there have been some studies that explore the policing encounter
experiences of youth of color in NYC but none specifically that seek to create a framework of
police engagement with youth. The three major studies informing this work are the 2003 New
York City study, conducted by Fine et al. entitled ‘"Anything can happen with police around":
Urban youth evaluate strategies of surveillance in public places,” a 2009 qualitative study
conducted by Solis et. al., entitled “Latino youths' experiences with and perceptions of
involuntary police encounters,” and the public science project (PSP), a participatory action
research study conducted in a South Bronx neighborhood of New York City in 2013. All of these
studies, specific to NYC share a common theme of youth feeling dehumanized and harassed.
The PSP in collaboration with researchers from John Jay College and Pace University
Law Center forming Morris Justice Project, surveyed over 1000 community members over a 40block radius, and found that 75% of those surveyed had been stopped in their lives, and 89%
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reported being stopped for the first time when they were 25 or younger (Justice, 2013). Many of
the respondents reported either frequent stops by police or observing these stops, with a majority
of participants 23 or younger feeling targeted by NYPD because of their age. The trends in the
Morris Justice Project are consistent with earlier studies that noted how excessive stops
combined with overly aggressive policing affected how communities of color viewed the police,
leaving them feeling humiliated and victimized (Brunson, 2007; Brunson & Gau, 2014; Brunson
& Weitzer, 2009). It is no surprise that the widespread use of stop and frisk not only contributes
to communities feeling dehumanized, but it also has the potential to negatively influence
citizens’ trust while increasing legal cynicism, which consequently affects police legitimacy.
Although Rosenfeld and Fornango (2017) have called for city officials and the NYPD to
conduct experimental evaluations in partnership with researchers to determine the best mix of
enforcement strategies. I would argue that understanding the lived experience of those most
impacted by this practice and taking into account those experiences in determining enforcement
strategies should take priority. As such, and in line with earlier scholarly work, the current study
places a focus on the lived personal and or vicarious SQF and trespass experiences of young
Black and Latinx people.
There are no specific hypotheses to be posited from this review as grounded theory starts
from data gathered from study participants, proceeding carefully with analysis with the later
development of hypotheses. The next chapter provides a detailed discussion of the constructivist
grounded theory methodology, researcher positionality, a detailed account of the original
methodology used to gather these data for the initially intended purposes as part of the JRP,
followed by a contextualization of the current study.
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CHAPTER 3: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Researchers use grounded theory in two ways, the first as a research design, and the
second as an analysis framework (Charmaz, 2006; Eaves, 2001; Whiteside, Mccalman, & Mills,
2012). The difference between the two is in the way the data are collected. Using grounded
theory as a research design, the researcher focuses on either a process or an action and the data
are collected simultaneously and iteratively (Creswell & Poth, 2018). Essentially, the researcher
collects data using the desired method (e.g., the primary method tends to be interviews or focus
groups) and after each interview or focus group they analyze the data, compare the data to the
emerging theory (theoretical sampling), refine the questions on the instrument, and conduct the
next interview or focus group. However, using grounded theory as an analysis framework for
secondary data involves inductive analysis procedure without the ability to collect additional data
for theory refinement. The analysis procedures include line-by-line analysis, and then the
selection of an individual category to be the focus of the theory, with detailing of additional
categories to form the theoretical framework (Creswell & Poth, 2018; Whiteside, et al., 2012).
Since these data are secondary, constructivist grounded theory (CGT) was the chosen
methodology because it places a focus on the exploration of multiple realities with an emphasis
on peoples’ experiences, combined with clear guidelines for data analysis (Charmaz, 1995). It is
an analysis framework better aligned with the goals of this project and the use of secondary
qualitative data. The focus groups were conducted in the first instance to provide information to
the federal court’s Joint Remedial Process, and not for this study therefore, it is important to
address issues around data quality, data fit, the researcher’s proximity to the data, and theoretical
sampling (Szabo & Strang, 1997). Not only does this chapter discuss the aforementioned, but it
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also explores issues around positionality, provides an explanation of the original sampling
technique for the JRP, and the purposive selection process of focus groups for this project.
Positionality and Reflexivity – Role of the Researcher
In 2015, I was hired as the project manager for the JRP, charged with the responsibility of
conceptualizing, developing, and implementing a process that was essentially the first of its kind
in New York City, modeling after the Cincinnati Collaborative Agreement. Using my prior
experience and extensive knowledge of research methodology, I developed the multi-phase
project. In the dual role of project manager and focus group facilitator, the ability to
compartmentalize was often challenged. Being charged with the responsibility of managing a
contentious process, simultaneously facilitating emotional discussions with groups of eight to ten
young people while maintaining an objective stance required an advanced skillset grounded in a
mature level of introspective self-discovery. In these roles, I managed both the tensions that
existed at the decision-making table and during the focus group circles. As the focus group
facilitator, I arrived ready and prepared to fully engage with the participants during each group.
With the requirement of presence from the moment we arrived at the site until after the recorded
debrief with the assistant facilitator.
In the primary role of project manager, there was a requirement to ensure timely delivery
of processes, preparation of JRP facilitator for meetings with the parties, and ongoing planning,
implementation, and review – all while remaining within time and budgetary constraints. As
such, there were many factors at odds. One factor in particular was the adversarial nature of the
relationship between the plaintiffs and the NYPD, a dynamic resulting from years of litigation.
As the person responsible for the original collection of these data for a different intended
purpose, and now using it for this project, I was in an interesting position that required me to
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remain keenly aware of the biases, values, and experiences that I brought along with this study.
This awareness is termed reflexivity.
Reflexivity, as defined by Charmaz (2006), occurs when “researchers engage in a deep
analysis of their own experience, decisions, and interpretations that bring them into the research
process; enabling the reader to assess the extent to which the researcher’s own constructed reality
may have influenced the research” (p. 188). For CGT it is explicitly recommended that a
‘reflexive stance’ is taken when conducting research and representing details in written materials
(Charmaz, 2006, p. 189). Being reflexive forces researchers to engage with the data intimately,
providing a keen awareness of how socially constructed realities influences their work. The
researcher in this instance must view historical experiences, traditions, personal culture, and
ideas of self as the starting point for inquiry, and must always place reflexivity at the center of
their analysis (Denzin & Guba, 2011). As the multicultural subject in this study, I felt that my
identity was divided into several parts, at times making it difficult to have one unified identity
creating a sense of cognitive dissonance increasing the possibility of preconceived ideas and bias
during analysis (Du Bois, 1903).
To maintain reflexivity and catalog all ideas that occurred during the analysis process for
this project, I wrote memos when necessary and actively used my methodological journal. This
journal served two purposes: to note changes and ideas related to methods and reflexive entries.
During the focus group phase of the JRP and following the facilitation of each group, the
assistant focus group facilitator and I completed a recorded debrief. The purpose of the debrief
was to note in real time any issues that may have been of concern. The concerns included the
following: participants’ unusual reluctance to engage in the discussion, group dynamics that may
have had either a negative or positive impact, and in one instance a shooting that occurred
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outside discussions also being used as data for this study. These discussions were very important
for this project because they took me back to the moment when I was the focus group facilitator
collecting the data. While analyzing the debrief transcripts for this study and if thoughts and
expressions resonated with me, an entry was entered into the methodological journal. This
practice helped enhance my awareness, knowledge, and sensitivity to the issues that were being
addressed in the study. This also helped with managing my own personal bias.
Issues with Using Grounded Theory Analysis for Secondary Qualitative Data
As discussed earlier, when using CGT for analysis of secondary qualitative data it is
important to explore issues around data quality, data fit, researcher’s proximity to the data, and
the primary challenge of theoretic sampling. Below is a discussion addressing each of these
issues with explanations of how these issues were resolved.
Data quality. My involvement in the JRP as the project manager helped make the data
more accessible. My role as the focus group facilitator helped ensure adherence to rigorous
standards of data collection and ensure data quality, therefore my high level of confidence in the
nature and quality of the data existed because of my involvement in the JRP. As a result of my
connection to these data and the agreement to allow me access, I was required to enter into a
memorandum of understanding that allowed use of the data for the current project with
stipulations. The primary stipulation was that there could be no public writings or defense of any
data used as part of the JRP prior to the filing of the final report and recommendations to the
United States District Court for the Southern District of New York. Comprehensive data
collection and methodological procedures were originally written by me and well documented,
thus providing a clear audit trail to follow (Heaton, 1998). These data collection and
methodological procedures were thoroughly informed by and grounded in the best practices of
qualitative research.
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Data fit. There are many barriers that researchers, specifically qualitative researchers face
when using secondary data for qualitative studies. At the top of that list is the fit of the original
data to the secondary project and the extent to which grounded theory methods could be applied.
Nevertheless, the data were a good fit with the research questions of this study and the
application of grounded theory methods for data analysis. Additionally, while this study had a
similar aim to that of the JRP, there were distinct differences as well.
Both the JRP and this study aimed to gather ideas for the changes to NYPD, the former
specifically looking to gather reform ideas beyond those ordered by the court, that were targeted
and narrow enough that the practice would be carried out in such a manner that the rights and
liberties of all New Yorkers would be protected. Whereas there were two aims of this study, one
was to better understand the lived street stop and housing enforcement experiences of Black and
Latinx youth, and the second was to identify ways that NYPD could improve community-police
relations with youth. Although the data were gathered for the expressed purpose of the JRP, there
were equally rich descriptions of housing trespass and street stop experiences with youth. An
additional difference was that this scholarly study had the aim of developing a theoretical
framework of engagement, drawing on the suggestions that the focus groups brought forward.
Closeness to Data. According to Hines et al., (1997), there are risks associated with being
too close and too distant from the primary data. In this study, the risk involved my closeness to
the data as I was not only the focus group facilitator, but I was also the JRP project manager.
With this study, it was important to approach the data analysis with a critical yet objective eye,
and the reflexivity journal was key in this process. Not being in tune with this could have
affected the analysis in a number of ways, such as: bringing my own assumptions into the
analysis, being hyper critical or uncritical, being too certain of the emerging themes, and being
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biased because of my role in the JRP. Since these data were not analyzed until more than a year
after initial analysis as part of the JRP, there was sufficient time and distance between my role as
the JRP project manager and that of researcher for the current project. With the benefit of time
and distance and the use of a reflexivity journal and memoing as discussed earlier, I was able to
consciously place my assumptions aside and view the data from a fresh angle. This challenge is
similar to other studies, in which the researcher has prior knowledge of the literature associated
with the phenomena being studied, thereby risking importing their preconceived ideas into the
analysis (Charmaz, 2006).
Theoretical sampling. As mentioned earlier, one of the most important steps in grounded
theory is theoretical sampling. Theoretical sampling occurs when the researcher returns to the
study participants, following theoretical leads to undertake additional interviews or focus group
discussions (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). There are some challenges when using grounded theory for
analysis with the most prominent being the limited ability to sample theoretically. Theoretical
sampling is at the core of the grounded theory methodology. According to Charmaz (2006)
theoretical sampling is a means of focusing data collection efforts following the initial analysis.
During this iterative process of analysis and ongoing stages of data collection the researcher may
identify gaps or concepts that warrant further understanding, as such they engage in theoretical
sampling. The researcher compares codes with the aim of creating conceptual categories. Using
these conceptual categories more data are gathered (theoretical sampling) with these categories
in mind. When there are no new categorical properties present during analysis, saturation has
occurred, and theoretical sampling can be discontinued.
When using grounded theory to analyze secondary qualitative data, the researcher is
unable to return to the study participants to follow theoretical leads. When conducting grounded
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theory analysis of secondary data, the researcher is limited to theoretical sampling within the
preexisting dataset since there is no opportunity to collect additional data (Szabo & Strang,
1997). This is the ideal way to overcome this challenge, especially if the dataset is sufficient in
size and depth. A dataset sufficient in size provides sufficient density of categories and
properties necessary for constructing grounded theory (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Szabo & Strang,
1997). As mentioned above, this type of sampling specific to grounded theory requires that the
researcher simultaneously engage in data collection and analysis (Glaser, 1978). The focus
groups used for this study were conducted as part of the JRP; therefore, simultaneous data
collection combined with an iterative analysis, and question refinement were impossible for this
study. Since these data were sufficient in size, I returned to the transcripts and debrief notes to
follow theoretical leads.
Conceptual categories were identified using focus group transcripts and debrief notes,
enabling me to develop the framework of engagement. Once conceptual categories were
identified, these categories were used to go back to the transcripts looking specifically for the
conceptual categories, and in doing so, I was able to saturate all categorical properties. To fully
appreciate the data collection methods for the initial information gathering process, a fuller
discussion follows.
The Joint Remedial Process – Data Collection
The current study uses data gathered as part of the JRP to better understand encounters
between police and Black and Latinx youth, while also creating a framework for engaging with
these youth. The data were originally collected during the eight-month focus group phase of the
JRP. The JRP was a court ordered remedies process linked to the Federal Monitorship ordered by
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Judge Shira Scheindlin.3 In the Floyd litigation, Judge Scheindlin ordered that additional reform
ideas come from communities most affected by SQF practices. The most efficient way to
determine who had been most affected by these practices was to identify communities where
individuals had a higher likelihood of contact with the NYPD. These communities were
identified using NYPD SQF public data for the years of 2011 to 2014, along with additional
information provided by NYPD (Belen, 2018). Using these data for identification of participants
with street stop experiences, ten variables were organized within a decision matrix (Table 3) and
then prioritized using the top ten precincts as the base (Appendix A). The variables were defined
as follows:
Table 3. Factors used to prioritize precincts.
Variable
#
1
2
3
4
5

Variable
Name
SQF2011
SQF2012
SQF2013
SQF2014
SAL2014

Definition
Top 10 precincts with the highest number of stops in 2011
Top 10 precincts with the highest number of stops in 2012
Top 10 precincts with the highest number of stops in 2013
Top 10 precincts with the highest number of stops in 2014
Precincts that participated in the 2014 “Summer All Out” initiative

6

SAL2015

Precincts that participated in the 2015 “Summer All Out” initiative

7 ARR2011

Precincts wherein stops in 2011 did not result in an arrest 95% of the
time
8 ARR2012 Precincts where stops in 2012 did not result in an arrest 95% of the time
9 ARR2013 Precincts where stops in 2013 did not result in an arrest 95% of the time
10 ARR2014 Precincts where stops in 2014 did not result in an arrest 95% of the time

3

All data charts including sampling matrices and variable tables related to the Joint Remedial Process are taken
directly from the Joint Remedial Process to reflect the exact sampling methodology.
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Using the same data to identify participants with housing trespass enforcement
experiences, 15 variables were created and organized within a decision matrix (Table 4) and then
prioritized using the top ten precincts where at least 25% of the stops were housing stops as the
base (Appendix B).
Table 4. Variables used to prioritize Police Service Area (PSA) and precincts.
Variable
Variable
#
Name
1
HOU11
2
HOU12
3
HOU13
4
HOU14
5 DEBLASIO15
6

SAL2014

7

SAL2015

8

ARR2011

9

ARR2012

10

ARR2013

11

ARR2014

12
13
14
15

SQF2011
SQF2012
SQF2013
SQF2014

Definition
Precincts where at least 25% of stops were housing stops in 2011
Precincts where at least 25% of stops were housing stops in 2012
Precincts where at least 25% of stops were housing stops in 2013
Precincts where at least 25% of stops were housing stops in 2014
Housing developments within this precinct on the DeBlasio list
PSA or Precinct that participated in the 2014 "Summer All Out"
initiative
PSA and/or Precinct that participated in the 2015 “Summer All
Out” initiative
Precincts where stops in 2011 did not result in an arrest 95% of the
time
Precincts where stops in 2012 did not result in an arrest 95% of the
time
Precincts where stops in 2013 did not result in an arrest 95% of the
time
Precincts where stops in 2014 did not result in an arrest 95% of the
time
Top 10 precincts with the highest number of stops in 2011
Top 10 precincts with the highest number of stops in 2012
Top 10 precincts with the highest number of stops in 2013
Top 10 precincts with the highest number of stops in 2014

The selected precincts and PSAs were then disaggregated based on neighborhood and zip
code (Appendices C & D). Using a combination of the most heavily policed areas (as identified
within the precinct and PSA selection neighborhood matrices), and a list of organizations within
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the five boroughs, organizations that would be most useful in populating focus groups were
selected to solicit participants for focus groups.
These organizations provided a wide range of services that included reentry, diversion,
juvenile justice court intervention, foster care services, homeless support services, police reform
advocacy, substance abuse treatment, victim support services, and alternatives to incarceration.
The populations served were considered at-risk for contact with NYPD and therefore would
provide a vast pool of ‘information-rich' respondents (Sandelowski, 2000). To ensure that focus
group participants fell within the parameters of the JRP, a criteria-based screening form was
provided to each organization (Appendices E & F).
Participant Selection - JRP
A purposive sampling technique was used to recruit focus group participants for both the
Floyd and Davis focus groups. Purposive sampling occurs when individuals are selected based
on specific characteristics for a detailed exploration of a specific phenomenon (Ritchie & Lewis,
2003, p. 78). There was a total of 64 focus groups completed; 40 of these groups were focused
on cases and street stops, and 24 focus groups were focused on the Davis/Ligon cases and
housing trespass enforcement.
In the Floyd case, the preference was that participants either lived in the prioritized zip
codes or had experiences with being stopped while in those areas. In the Davis case, the
preference was that participants either lived in or frequented prioritized public housing
developments. Although there was a preference for participants to have had experiences within
the prioritized areas, it was not a requirement. Since many participants were associated with
organizations that provided particular services, there was an increased likelihood that they would
have had SQF experiences despite not living in the identified zip codes and developments.
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Participants were asked to sign an informed consent that outlined the purpose of the focus
group and the overall JRP. The voluntary nature of participation was explained to participants
advising them that they could discontinue participation at any time (Appendix G). Participants
then completed a demographics questionnaire (Appendices H & I) about their race, age, type of
residence (i.e., renting, homeless, NYCHA, owner), zip code, LGBTQ identification, and gender
identification. Participants were advised that they should not include their names on the
questionnaire, but instead should list the hosting agency/organization, along with the time and
date of the focus group. For the focus group discussion, participants were assigned a color used
to identify them while ensuring that participants' identifying information remained anonymous.
As an icebreaker, participants completed a personal prose worksheet (Appendix J), which was
followed by a short introduction from the focus group facilitator (Appendix K).
The focus groups ranged in number from six to eleven participants, with a preferred
range of eight to ten participants (Morgan, 1998)Each focus group discussion was approximately
45 to 75 minutes and was audio-recorded and transcribed. The discussions were focused using an
interview guide created with the input of all parties in the Floyd, Davis, and Ligon litigations, the
NYPD, and the JRP team; thereby it was an instrument constructed by stakeholders within the
JRP. The collaboration between stakeholders in the creation of the interview guide was to ensure
that the questions would resonate enough to facilitate police reform discussions while eliciting
suggestions for reforms. A “funnel approach,” as recommended by Morgan (2013), was used to
allow participants to respond to their specific interests, enabling consistent comparisons to be
made across focus groups during analysis. This approach resulted in a semi-structured format
that encouraged participants to expand on particular questions while ensuring an accounting of
uniformity across all groups. Following each focus group, the sessions were concluded with an
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audio-recorded debriefing. This debriefing was used to refine focus group questions after the first
four groups, while also processing important observations from the discussion.
Focus group interview questions were used to gather information about participants'
experiences with SQF, trespass arrests, and additional ideas for reform to the SQF and housing
trespass practices of the NYPD. Questions inquired about personal experiences of being stopped,
suspicion of trespassing, and trespass arrests; witnessing someone who had been stopped and
suspected of trespassing; and/or having a guest who had been stopped or suspected of
trespassing. Specifically, questions probed for suggested alternative responses from police
officers in the areas of stops, searches, complaints, supervision, and evaluation; suggestions for
alternative ways NYPD could ensure neighborhood safety; and the role that community
organizations/agencies could play in supporting a safe neighborhood. Since no significant
changes were made to the focus group questions after completion of the first four group sessions,
all groups were used for the final analysis.
Data Collection Instrument - JRP
The Floyd focus groups. The final instrument for the Floyd focus groups included six
open-ended questions (Appendix L). Probes were created and used with some questions to
ensure complete coverage of particular topics. These questions were grouped into three main
themes, addressing participation criteria, experiences, and reform suggestions (Appendix M).
The Davis focus groups. For the Davis focus groups, the final instrument included six
open-ended questions (Appendix N). Probes were also created and used with some questions to
ensure complete coverage of particular topics. These questions were grouped into four main
themes, addressing criteria, experiences, reform suggestions, and alternatives to policing
(Appendix O).
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The Current Study
For this project 20 focus groups were selected from the larger population of 64 groups
conducted as part of the JRP. Guest, Namey, and McKenna (2016) found that a sample of two to
three groups captures at least 80% of themes within a topic and three to six groups are likely to
capture 90% of the themes. Additionally, many focus group methodological scholars have
suggested at least two groups for each defining demographic attribute within the groups
(Barbour, 2007; Fern, 1982; Greenbaum, 1997; Krueger & Casey, 2015; Morgan, 2013).
Similarly, several studies have been published in which the researchers used between eight and
ten focus groups (George, Hamilton, & Baker, 2009; 2012; Hamilton & Grella, 2009). Although
best practice for this type of methodology and analysis is a maximum of ten focus groups, a total
of 20 groups (ten street and ten housing groups) were analyzed for this research project since
these groups were not conducted for the defined purpose of this study. Furthermore, participants
discussing stop-question-frisk experiences on the streets may perhaps have different ideas than
those who discussed housing trespass enforcement experiences; therefore, it would be beneficial
to have two groups of ten each.
The goal of this dissertation as mentioned earlier was to explore and gather a deeper
understanding of the street stop and housing trespass encounters of Black and Latinx youth in
NYC, while also developing a grounded framework of police community engagement with these
young people. This goal was somewhat different from that of the JRP, as the primary goal of the
JRP was to gather suggestions for reforms beyond those ordered as part of the Immediate
Reform Process. The following criteria were used to select the groups from the larger population
of sixty-four groups: a) the group was co-ed, including both male and female self-identified
participants; b) there were no participants in the groups older than 25 years old; and c) ten groups
meeting the above criteria were focused on housing stops, and ten groups meeting the above
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criteria were focused on street stops. According to Morgan (2013) when exploring specific
research questions, the characteristics of the groups should be specific to the research questions
being asked. The selection of focus groups for this study from the larger population of groups
conducted during the JRP have the following similar characteristics that are specific to the
research questions: same age range (no participants younger than 13 and none older than 25) and
similar self-identified gender make-up. Included within the 20 focus groups were a total of 187
participants ranging in age from 13 to 25 years (Table 5).
Table 5. Focus groups by number of participants and age range
Floyd (Street) Groups

Group # Age Range
F-G1
19 – 22
F-G2
18 – 23
F-G3
18 – 21
F-G4
15 – 17
F-G5
16 – 17
F-G6
16 – 17
F-G7
17
F-G8
14 – 17
F-G9
18 – 24
F-G10
14 – 21

# of
Participants
10
9
9
9
9
10
11
10
10
9

Davis (Housing) Groups

Group #
D-G1
D-G2
D-G3
D-G4
D-G5
D-G6
D-G7
D-G8
D-G9
D-G10

Age Range
14 – 25
15 – 17
14 – 20
17 – 21
16 – 19
13 – 25
16 – 23
13 – 20
15 – 19
14 – 15

# of
Participants
11
9
10
10
8
8
10
11
8
6

The chapter provided a comprehensive review of the original method used to gather the
data as part of the JRP and the sampling methodology for the current project. The chapter also
contextualized the current study, laying the foundation for the utility of constructivist grounded
theory as an analysis framework. The next chapter provides a comprehensive detailing of the
constructivist grounded theory data analysis procedures as executed within this project.
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CHAPTER 4: DATA ANALYSIS
Grounded theory is a systematic methodological approach used to develop theories
through data analysis (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). Charmaz (2006) described classical grounded
theory as having strong positivist leanings with constructivist grounded theory deviating from the
positivist tenets of its original form using basic grounded theory guidelines. Therefore
Constructivist Grounded Theory (CGT) is an extension of classical grounded theory in that it is
systematic and acknowledges the existence of multiple social realities, the construction of data
between the researcher and the individual, and the presence of researcher bias (Charmaz, 2000).
Constructivist grounded theory emphasizes flexible guidelines, responding to various questions
of inquiry, and positioning the researcher as a “co-producer” of the data (Charmaz, 1995). Not
only does CGT generate a general explanation of a process shaped by the views and voices of
participants, but it also emphasizes the importance of understanding that "voice" (Creswell,
2013). Understanding the voice of participants is central to this study.
This dissertation takes a slightly different approach than creating a theory from the
analysis of a process, but instead developing a grounded framework derived from reform
recommendations provided during the focus group discussions. The reform recommendations
and their connection to the personal and vicarious experiences of Black and Latinx youth formed
the framework of the study. The use of this particular methodological approach affirms the value
of engaging people within their natural settings and encourages the collaborative nature of a
mutual creation of knowledge (Charmaz, 2000). As noted by Charmaz (2000), grounded theory
offers clear guidelines that help build explanatory frameworks. Essentially, the framework is a
result of a highly rigorous data analysis process identifying relationships between concepts.
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Constructivist grounded theory is best suited for this study because it emphasizes the full
understanding of both the lived experiences and participants' voices; it also accounts for my
constructed reality and personal biases as the researcher. As noted by Charmaz (2005), "to
develop a grounded theory for the 21st century that advances social justice inquiry, we must build
upon its constructionist elements rather than its objectivist leanings” (p. 508). This research as
suggested by Charmaz “adopts grounded theory guidelines as tools but does not subscribe to the
objectivist, positivist assumptions” in its original roots (Charmaz, 2005, p. 509). Using this
approach draws attention to the phenomenon being studied and less to the methods of studying it,
with an emphasis placed on reflexivity as discussed in detail in chapter 3 (Charmaz, 2005).
Using CGT to Analyze a Secondary Dataset
Charmaz (2014) stated that a grounded theorist:
1. Conducts data collection and analysis simultaneously in an iterative process;
2. Analyzes actions and processes rather than themes and structure;
3. Uses comparative methods;
4. Draws on data (e.g., narratives and descriptions) in service of developing new
conceptual categories;
5. Develops inductive abstract analytic categories through systematic data analysis;
6. Emphasizes theory construction rather than description or application of current
theories;
7. Engages in theoretical sampling;
8. Searches for variation in the studied categories or process; and
9. Pursues developing a category rather than covering a specific empirical topic
(Charmaz, 2010, 2014).
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In accordance with the procedures outlined by Charmaz (2014), transcripts, audio recordings,
behavioral notes, and debriefings were reviewed and analyzed. Using Atlas.ti qualitative data
analysis software to facilitate data management created ease in locating large amounts of text
during the coding process. As such, during analysis the ability to locate similarly coded passages
and determine whether participants and individual groups were responding to a code idea in
similar or different ways was seamless (Creswell, 2014). This created a more efficient way to
conduct within and between group analyses.
There were five document groups that included categorized transcripts based on a
common theme. The five document groups within this unit were: Floyd groups, Davis groups,
groups with predominately NYCHA participants, groups with predominately homeless
participants, and groups with predominately LGBTQ identified participants. The groups with
homeless and LGBTQ identified participants were a part of the ten groups sampled as part of the
Floyd process. The groups with predominately NYCHA participants were part of the Davis
groups, although there were some participants who lived in NYCHA in the Floyd groups.
There was a reliance on Atlas.ti software (v. 8.2.4) to organize, code, and analyze the 20
transcripts, which were approximately 528 pages of transcription and notes from the focus
groups. Specific features of the software used included: quotation linking, auto coding, memo
manager, and network analysis. The software structure required data to be coded, linked, and
organized by the researcher before an analysis could be completed. The implications of this
structure for analysis required a deep familiarity with the content of the transcript on the front
end. Using a line-by-line analysis of the transcripts, codes were developed based on ideas
expressed by participants. In some instances, lines were coded in vivo. In vivo coding is the use
of a direct quote from the transcript as a coding label (Given, 2008). After conducting several
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levels of coding (from initial - focused) and networking, a query was entered for developing
patterns to determine code groundedness (Feely, 2014). Figure 1 shows the complete analysis
process from initial coding to theoretical sampling. As explained in chapter 3, theoretical
sampling is when the researcher returns to the study participants or data to identify additional
categorical properties for theory refinement. In this study, once categories were created, they
were then used to re-analyze transcripts and debrief notes in search of those targeted categories
with an aim at identifying additional properties. If there were no additional properties present
that meant that the categories were saturated and there was no need for further theoretical
sampling.
Figure 1. Constructivist grounded theory analysis process

Initial Coding
Using transcripts, recordings, behavior notes, and debriefing sessions from each focus
group, the initial coding process began. Line-by-line coding included categorizing segments of
data with a word or short phrase. This process required interaction with and further
contemplation of codes in deciding the best fit for the data segments. As an example, using the
transcript from D-G1 I demonstrate line-by-line coding. From the full focus group (Group D-G1)
discussion below, there were nine codes – two recommendation codes and seven issue codes
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connected to 20 quoted segments of narrative throughout the transcript. Some narratives are
linked to one code, while other segments may have as many as three codes. Table 6 highlights
key narratives attached to all codes for this group.
Table 6. Initial coding.
Initial Codes
Disrespectful
approach
Officers were
aggressive
Disrespectful
approach
Officers were
aggressive
Physical force by an
officer
Feeling overpowered
Cops are bullies
Trouble mining
Officers do not
provide identifying
information
Cultural competence
& sensitivity training

Officers should be
respectful

Selected Quotation
EXPERIENCES
“When I came out the elevator, there were three officers surrounding
Brown, trying to figure if he lives in the building – which he does.
They were harassing him being very disrespectful.”
“They were being really aggressive with him. They were starting to
get aggressive with me, because they noticed that he was telling the
truth. They were trying to find something to pick at him with. So,
then they finally found out there was nothing they could get out of
that and so the let go of the whole situation period.”
“I was minding my business at a cookout and got pushed to the
ground by an officer and threatened while I was on the ground to
hurry up and get up or he was going to shock me with his
baton…….another incident, recently last May when I lost my job,
because I came to work after being hit in the head by an NYPD
officer with a baton.”
“When I see a cop walking towards me, I get a cringe. Sometimes
they just keep walking, but sometimes they stop you or say
something smart to you that, if you say something back, it makes the
situation worse. They act like street bullies.”
“If you go to the police station to complain...you have to have their
badge number and their name, but officers have problems with
giving their badge number and their name when they know they’re
wrong.”
RECOMMENDATIONS
“More training, they definitely need more training to deal with
people. As far as the disrespectful ones who come here from upstate
or wherever they live…they get sent to these communities that they
know nothing about. If they don’t know anything about the
community, how are they going to work with the people who live
here?”
“Officers should start being respectful.”
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Focused Coding
Once all transcripts were coded using line-by-line analysis, the next step was to focus the
codes. For this project focused coding had two phases: Phase one. code refinement, making an
analytic decision as to the application of the code to the segment; and Phase two. categorizing
focused codes based on the focus group question, debrief and behavior observation notes. During
Phase one, a query of each segment helped determine if the initial code was actually the best fit
for the narrative. This helped ensure the most accurate representation of what was said. Using the
same group (D-G1), the code “cops are bullies” was refined to more accurately reflect the
participant’s quote. During the discussion, the participant used the phrasing “they act like street
bullies,” this segment was originally coded as “cops are bullies.” It was apparent that the code
was not an accurate representation of what the participant conveyed. In turn, the code was
changed to “they act like street bullies,” as the participant stated “how” the police act and not
“who or what” they thought they were (Table 7).
Table 7. Focused coding – Phase one. Code refinement.
Focused Code
They act like street
bullies
Trouble mining

Selected Quotation
“When I see a cop walking towards me, I get a cringe. Sometimes
they just keep walking, but sometimes they stop you or say
something smart to you that, if you say something back, it makes the
situation worse. They act like street bullies.”

Focused coding served multiple functions during the analysis process, one of those was to
help ensure “trustworthiness” (Lincoln & Guba, 1985), a qualitative reliability measure to be
discussed in more detail later in this chapter. As demonstrated above, phase one of focused
coding required code refinement, and analytical decisions to be made about the initial codes,
while phase two involved categorization of codes (Charmaz, 2014). Phase one of focused coding
enabled early data mining for analytic ideas that could be pursued in further detail using
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theoretical sampling. At the end of this initial process, there were 390 codes organized into 34
code groups, related to 755 quotes.
From the remaining 390 codes and 34 code groups, categories were developed using
refined codes. Codes were refined in at least two ways: 1. if a code was an inaccurate
representation of the narrative segment; and 2. similar codes were linked forming one code.
Refined codes were used to narrow and create categories that would become the final code group
used for theoretical sampling. Final code groups were created based on the narrowed and
persistent codes, as well as the two categories of experiences (issues identified by participants)
and recommendations. Experiences and recommendations were categories created based on the
two research questions. These categories were further specified by drawing a distinction between
responses from participants with street stop and housing trespass experiences.
During Phase two of focused coding, three categories were created from this (Group DG1) focus group discussion – ‘issues identified NYCHA’, ‘recommendations’, and ‘fear’ (Table
8).
Table 8. Focused coding – Phase two categorization.
Category
Issues identified
NYCHA
Issues identified
NYCHA

Issues identified
NYCHA
Fear

Focused Codes

Selected Quotation

Disrespectful “When I came out the elevator, there were three officers
approach surrounding Brown, trying to figure if he lives in the
building – which he does. They were harassing him
being very disrespectful.”
Officers were “They were being really aggressive with him. They
aggressive were starting to get aggressive with me, because they
Disrespectful noticed that he was telling the truth. They were trying to
approach find something to pick at him with. So, then they finally
found out there was nothing they could get out of that
and so the let go of the whole situation period.”
Officers were “I was minding my business at a cookout and got
aggressive pushed to the ground by an officer and threatened while
Physical force by I was on the ground to hurry up and get up or he was
an officer going to shock me with his baton…….another incident,
Feeling recently last May when I lost my job, because I came to
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Issues identified
NYCHA
Fear
Issues Identified
NYCHA
Recommendations
NYCHA

Recommendations
NYCHA

overpowered work after being hit in the head by an NYPD officer
with a baton.”
They act like “When I see a cop walking towards me, I get a cringe.
street bullies Sometimes they just keep walking, but sometimes they
Trouble mining stop you or say something smart to you that, if you say
something back, it makes the situation worse. They act
like street bullies.”
Officers do not “If you go to the police station to complain…you have
provide to have their badge number and their name, but officers
identifying have problems with giving their badge number and their
information name when they know they’re wrong.”
Cultural “More training, they definitely need more training to
competence & deal with people. As far as the disrespectful ones who
sensitivity come here from upstate or wherever they live…they get
training sent to these communities that they know nothing about.
If they don’t know anything about the community, how
are they going to work with the people who live here?”
Officers should “Officers should start being respectful.”
be respectful

Issues identified by participants and recommendations were both categories deriving
directly from the two research questions; fear as a category emerged after coding all transcripts
for the Davis focus groups. The initial codes of “feeling overpowered” and “they act like street
bullies” were linked to the focused code fear. The code fear later evolved after determining that
the focused code ‘fear’ was exclusive to the Davis focus groups and present throughout those
discussions.
Focused coding helped narrow the analysis without sacrificing detail, thereby enabling
me to advance the theoretical direction of the work (Charmaz, 2000; 2006; 2014). Lastly, a close
review of codes and associated narrative segments during focused coding resulted in ten final
categories (Table 9). These categories were decided based on the following discussion points
during the focus group:
•

Participants explicitly stated recommendations.

•

Participants detailed an experience that fell generally within an issues framework.
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•

Participants detailed specific behaviors of engagement by officers.

•

Participants discussed safety concerns in NYCHA and recommendations to address
those concerns.

•

Participants shared experiences of feeling fearful, helpless, or hopeless and engaging
in behaviors to avoid police.

Table 9. Final core categories after focused coding.
Recommendations

No consent to search

Recommendations – NYCHA

NYCHA – Safety issues

Issues identified by participants

NYCHA – Safety recommendations

Issues identified by participants –

NYCHA – Fear

NYCHA
Policing practices

Community survival techniques

A deeper dive into the comparative process occurred in phase two. As such, the adequacy
and conceptual strength of initial and focused codes was further evaluated. In comparing initial
codes, Charmaz (2014) suggests the following list of questions to help define which could best
serve as focused codes (p. 140):
•

What do you find when you compare your initial codes with data?

•

In which ways might your initial codes reveal patterns?

•

Which of these codes best account for the data?

•

Have you raised these codes to focused codes?

•

What do your comparisons between codes indicate?
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•

Do your focused codes reveal gaps in the data?

Therefore, I used the list of questions above to assist in narrowing my focused codes. To
conceptualize this, each question is answered below providing an example of how it was
addressed (Table 10). Where there was insufficient data connected to specific codes and outside
of the general categories identified, those codes were omitted.
Table 10. Phase two - focused coding.
Question
Response
What did I find when I compared my There was a total of 390 initial codes following lineinitial codes with the data?
by-line analysis. After the initial cleaning and
identifying redundancies, there were 250 codes,
finishing with a preliminary final count of 191 initial
codes. Upon closer examination, codes did not
differentiate between that of a recommendation and
an experience. After noticing this, a quality review of
the codes was completed and codes were placed into
the categories of recommendation, experience or
both.
In which ways did my initial codes The level of redundancy within my initial coding
reveal patterns?
scheme was reflective of a pattern throughout the
transcripts. Beyond redundancy, there were distinct
differences between the housing and street stop data,
i.e. patterns present in the housing data but not
reflective within the street data. This spoke to a
variance in experiences that was expected and can
likely be attributed to the different context of the
stops, and the variance in the questions that were
asked.
Which of the codes best account for the
data?

Of the preliminary 191 codes, only 54 remained and
were raised to focused codes. These codes best
accounted for the data in relation to the focused
categorical codes created in phase two.

What does my comparison between The comparison between codes indicated that there
codes indicate?
were several patterns. These patterns were similar and
different in ways that reflected a slight deviation in
the way in which young people experienced stops in
their homes and on the street. For example, fear as a
theme/category was present in the Davis groups but
not the Floyd groups. It also reflected a consistent
sentiment of the need for respectful interactions
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between police and young people, as the theme of
respect was present within all transcripts.
Do my focused codes reveal gaps in the The focused codes do reveal gaps in the data, but it
data?
has less to do with the data and more with the purpose
for which the data was collected. These gaps will be
addressed in greater detail in the discussion section of
this dissertation, laying the framework for future
research.
Once the 191 preliminary codes were narrowed, 54 were raised to focused codes. Using
the Atlas.ti code manager > report function, I exported a data table to include the following
options: code categories, codes, and groundedness level (Appendix P). Using this report, I was
able to determine the groundedness and density of a code. Groundedness refers to the frequency
of a code and density indicates the strength of links among codes (Feely, 2014). Groundedness
and density were determined by filtering the codes using a pivot table slicer. The final result of
filtering is included in Table 11.
Table 11. Code groundedness.
Code
Respect
Follow-up regarding complaints
Improved communication
Culturally Competent & Sensitivity
Trainings
Officers should have a reason for
the stop
Accountability in necessary
Officers should approach calmly
Avoidance
Community should be able to
provide feedback
Officers should stop making
assumptions
Feeling overpowered

4

Groundedness
Category
27
Recommendation, Recommendations
– NYCHA, Issues Identified
22
Recommendations
17
Recommendations
13
Recommendations &
Recommendations – NYCHA
13
Recommendations
12
12
10
9

Recommendations &
Recommendations – NYCHA
Recommendations
CST4
Recommendations

9

Recommendations

8

Issues Identified

CST, is the abbreviation for the code – ‘Community Survival Techniques’
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Surveillance
People searched without consent

8
7

Community should know their
rights
Monitoring of Officers (i.e. BWC)
Physical Force by an Officer
Officers do not provide identifying
information
Behavioral Response to Fear

6

Issues Identified
Issues Identified & Consent to
Search
Recommendations

6
5
5

Recommendations
Issues Identified
Issues Identified

4

CST, Issues Identified, NYCHA –
Trauma {fear}
Concepts and themes were developed. The most grounded codes became themes that

conveyed specific findings developed in response to research question 1 and based on
groundedness, these themes were categorized, including issues identified, consent to search,
community survival techniques, NYCHA, trauma, and fear Table 12 (Weaver-Hightower, 2019).
Table 12.Themes in response to RQ1.
Category
Issues Identified
CST
Issues Identified
Issues Identified
Issues Identified &
Consent to Search
Issues Identified
Issues Identified
CST, Issues Identified,
NYCHA – Trauma {fear}

Themes
Respect
Avoidance
Feeling overpowered
Surveillance
People searched without consent
Physical Force by an Officer
Officers do not provide identifying information
Behavioral Response to Fear

As themes convey specific findings, concepts specify the dimensions of a larger category
(Charmaz, 2006). Using the following codes, concepts were created to form the framework of
engagement in response to Research Question 2 (Table 13). These concepts are discussed in
more detail in chapter 5.
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Table 13. Concepts developed in response to RQ2.
Concept

Code
Training (culturally competent and Culturally competent and sensitivity trainings
sensitivity) Officers should stop making assumptions
Officers should have a reason for the stops
Officers should approach calmly
Respect Respect
Accountability Accountability is necessary
Monitoring is necessary (i.e. BWC)
Communication (Improved) Follow-up regarding complaints
Improved Communication
Engagement with the Community Community should be able to provide
feedback
Community should know their rights
Theoretical Sampling

Once Phase two of focused coding was complete, I engaged in a third coding phase known
as theoretical sampling using the concepts from Table 14. According to Charmaz (2014)
theoretical sampling is a sophisticated level of coding that follows Phase two and is intended to
be integrative and lend form to focused codes. When there were thin areas within my analyses
(focused codes and memoranda), undefined categories, or details that were assumed or
questionable, I used theoretical sampling to collect data that refined the analysis and categories
and identifying key concepts within the emerging framework. This was completed during a twostep theoretical sampling process.
At this point during the analysis, all data was reviewed with the aim of confirming or
modifying the categories of the framework being developed (Bohm, 2004). The biggest
challenge when using secondary data for grounded theory analysis is the inability to theoretically
sample and follow theoretical leads by conducting additional focus groups (Whiteside,
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Mccalman, & Mills, 2012). Therefore, using the preexisting data, I retraced my steps to review
all transcripts and debrief notes. This was a two-step process. The first step included a full read
of each transcript and debrief, while the second step included a full second review of each
transcript and debrief with preconceived concepts emerging from the focused coding stage.
Following the full read of transcripts and debriefs, a summary of group details was completed
that included a three to five sentence detailed review, a list of experiences, and participants’ selfdisclosed experiences with trespass enforcement arrests or suspicions and vicarious experiences
in count form (see Figure 2). These details were available since group participants were asked
the following questions at the beginning of each focus group:
1. Who within this group has had an encounter with NYPD where you were
suspected of trespassing while in a public housing development or private
apartment building?
2. Who has been arrested for trespassing while in a public housing development or
private apartment building?
3. Who has had a guest who has been suspected of trespassing or arrested for
trespassing while visiting you in a public housing development or private
apartment building?
As a bridge into the larger focus group discussion, and to better understand participants’
experiences, they were asked if anyone wanted to share their experiences with being stopped.
The general summarization of each focus group as well as the identified concepts are provided in
Appendices Q and R.
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Figure 2. Group D-G1 debrief summary and experiences
Debrief Summary:
Participants expressed contentious and strained relationships with NYPD. There were visceral feelings
within the group, almost palpable, as participants shared their stories. Participants expressed that the
strained relationship with NYPD was directly related to the reluctance of community members to call
the police when needed.
Participants (age 14-25)
Trespass Experiences
Arrested
Guests Arrested
Vicarious Experiences

11
4
1
6
11

Experiences:
1. Female participant stopped while visiting her mom in NYCHA, received a ticket for not having an
ID.
2. Male participant questioned about ID while waiting on a food delivery, then escorted to the
apartment to verify that he lived there.
3. Male participant stopped, searched, cuffed, and arrested - booked and released.
4. Two female participants share that being questioned by officers in the building - "happens
everyday."
5. Male participant questioned and surrounded by three officers while waiting for another group
participant in a development

Theoretical Sampling and Memo-writing
Theoretical sampling provided systematic checks and refinements for my analysis,
thereby allowing me to saturate my categories from which my concepts were developed and
subsequently sort them to integrate within my emerging framework (Charmaz, 2000; 2006;
Glaser & Strauss, 1967). Theoretic sampling occurred after the focused code phase using
categories that were developed during focused coding. For example, for research question one
and exclusive to the Davis groups was the category of ‘fear’; whereas, for research question two
the categories of training, respect, accountability, improved communication and community
engagement were present. Once all theoretical categories were identified based on focused
coding, all transcripts were reevaluated (theoretically sampled) specifically using these
categories (fear, training, respect, accountability, communication and community engagement)
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assessing for additional properties within all focus group and debrief transcripts.
Chapter three provided a brief discussion of memo-writing and a more expansive
discussion of the importance of a methodological journal. Here I discuss in more detail memowriting as it is central to the theoretical sampling process as it leads directly to the concepts that
should be theoretically sampled (Charmaz, 2014, p. 103). To catalog all ideas throughout the
analysis process, I wrote regular memos and actively used my methodological journal.
According to Charmaz (2014) memos are informal analytical notes that are central in
constructing theoretical categories. Having informal analytical notes prompts you to analyze
your data and codes early in the research process, while successive memo writing throughout the
research process keeps you involved in the analysis and helps increase the level of idea
abstraction” (Charmaz, 2014). To center the analysis, I wrote early and successive memos
throughout the analysis phase. The added benefit of using Atlas.ti was that it allowed me to work
effectively with memos during the coding process, creating a bank for all memos including both
original and revised versions connected to specific codes (Clark, 2005). As such, I actively
engaged in the analysis process by writing down any methodological dilemmas I may have
experienced, and decisions that were made. The methodological journal helped maintain
reflexivity, while minimizing any preconceptions of the data during analysis (Charmaz, 2014).
Preconceiving data is when a researcher forces their data into preconceived codes and categories,
resulting from their own personal experiences or emanating from such standpoints as race,
gender, age, and culture (Charmaz, 2000; Charmaz, 2006).
Theoretical Sampling and Networking
Initial coding, focused coding, memo-writing, theoretical sampling, and theoretical
saturation are all actions used to peel back layers of these focus group data. Sorting in grounded
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theory allowed for refinement of theoretical links, prompting comparison of categories and
concepts at an abstract level (Charmaz, 2014). I continued to compare categories while I sorted
memos and narrative linked to codes. The purpose of this was to visualize the relationships
between the categories more clearly. Once memos and narratives were sorted, a diagram using
these narrative accounts was developed to explain factors associated with this grounded
framework of engagement. These diagrams are called networks and were developed for each
overarching theme helping to determine core categories that represented the experiences of the
focus group participants. Additionally, core concepts that were the foundation for the proposed
framework were more easily identifiable. Finally, the data from each focus group were once
again reviewed to assess their fit to the proposed framework. The framework will be discussed in
further detail in Chapter 6.
Theoretical Saturation: To stop or not to stop?
Theoretical saturation in grounded theory is different than hearing repetitive narratives
from respondents, or similarly described events and actions. According to Glaser (2001)
Saturation is not seeing the same pattern over and over again. It is the
conceptualization of comparisons of these incidents, which yield different
properties of the pattern, until no new properties of the pattern emerge. This yields
the conceptual density that when integrated into hypotheses make up the body of
the generated theory with theoretical completeness (p. 191).
Once concepts were saturated, or robust, the established properties were accounted for in the
data, theoretical sampling was discontinued. To assess whether I had saturated my categories I
asked the following questions as recommended by Charmaz (2014):
•

Which comparisons were made within and between categories and concepts?
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•

What sense was made of these comparisons?

•

Where did they lead?

•

How do these comparisons illuminate the theoretical categories and concepts?

Category Comparisons
Categories within the data were consistent throughout except for some differences
between the housing and street focus groups because there were questions asked of housing
participants that were not asked of those with street stop experience. This exception is due to the
virtue of the type of stop experience associated with housing trespass enforcement. For example,
the issue of safety is exclusive to the housing groups as participants were asked questions
specific to “feeling safe within their communities” and “changes the police can make to support
a safe neighborhood.” From this discussion there were consistent themes around safety and fear.
For example, participants who lived in NYCHA shared the following concerns, related to, “I
don’t feel safe because there is a lot of shootings. There’s cops on every block and a lot of
harassment from the cops.”5
While at the same time, many participants who lived in or frequented NYCHA
expressed feeling unsafe because of the police officers:
It’s not even the people. It’s more the cops. Like, they don’t care who you are,
where you’re from. They feel like you in the middle of gang violence then; and
once they pull out their weapons, it’s over, like anybody can get hit. They don’t
care. I know everybody over here. I’m not scared to be over here. It’s just the cops.
They just do too much. I don’t feel safe with them around.

5

When describing harassment participants provided examples such as regular and frequent stops by the same
officers and being arrested for arbitrary reasons such spitting or jaywalking.
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While some participants felt safe because they were familiar with the community they resided in,
their families knew each other and other members of the community and surrounding buildings.
However, respondents also expressed fear and helplessness in their interactions with police
officers and described examples of how they responded to this fear and helplessness.
I’m coming from the store, there’s four police officers in my lobby. They
approached me, they have me sitting there, they have me against the wall, and asked
me what was my name and actually my ID. I told them I live right there and I’m
just coming home from the store. They said, “So what? We need your ID.” And
they start patting me down for no reason. And then they just told me to go my merry
way. Every time it happens, I get frustrated because I feel like I can’t do nothing
about it.
Concurrently coded in the categories “trauma/fear” and “safety issues” were the two codes
“officers make it feel unsafe” and “people are scared of the cops” (Figure 3).
Figure 3. Coding schematic for categories ‘trauma/fear’ and ‘safety issues’
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The one code exclusive to housing experiences was “cultivating confidential informants.”
This code did not present itself until analysis of the Davis housing stop groups. According to a
group participant, after being arrested by officers for jaywalking
They brung [sp] me to two different investigation rooms….He said, “You see who
you’ve got beef with on this wall? They’re already telling us what y’all doing. Just
give me information, and you’ll be home tonight, man. I’ll give you the ticket. I
said, “Can I get a lawyer?” They said, “Oh, so you know how to play this game?”
They brung[sp] me downstairs and put me through the system.
This focus group participant provided an example of how he was questioned by officers, and
when he requested a lawyer instead of providing information to the officers, they proceeded to
book him. This was the first focus group where participants shared experiences of confidential
informant cultivation.
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Both housing and street groups had coding categories of “issues identified by
participants” and “recommendations” and comparisons were made between the categories.
Below is the code comparison of ‘issues identified by participants’ for both housing and street
stops (Figure 4). Within both the street and housing groups, participants expressed concern about
frequent and regular stops, lack of trust for police officers, collateral consequences of stops, the
feeling of being surveilled, helplessness, and fear of the police.

Figure 4. Coding schematic for theme ‘Issues Identified by Participants’
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Other between and within comparisons were made in relation to the recommendations
gathered from both sets of groups. For example, recommendations for cultural competency and
sensitivity trainings, accountability, respect, and changes in the way officers approached
individuals came from both the housing trespass and street groups. Exclusive to the housing
trespass recommendations was a suggested change in officers’ tone and language during these
encounters. On the other hand, the street stop group participants suggested more community
engagement, improved communication, monitoring of officers, lessening of fear, community
empowerment, and better follow-up regarding complaints (Figure 5). It is important to note that
the street stop groups were asked a question specific to the complaint process, which explains the
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recommendation regarding complaint follow-up.
Figure 5. Coding schematic for recommendations based on the focus group type – Housing v.
Street stop
BOTH
RECOMMENDATIONS STREET
•Follow-up regarding complaints
•Improved Communication
•Expressed reason for the stop and search
•Stop making assumptions
•Community Feedback
•Community should know their rights
•Monitor officers
•Lessen fear

•Culturally competency and sensitvity
trainings
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•Respect
•Officers should change the way they
approach people

RECOMMENDATIONS
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THE TRACE MODEL
*TRAININGS that are CULTURALLY COMPETENT
* RESPECTFUL encounters with community
* ACCOUNTABILITY for officers
* Improved COMMUNICATION with community
members
* COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT and Involvement

Comparing the groups revealed youths’ lived experiences in relation to their encounters
with NYPD. Although there were some stop differences based on housing trespass and street
encounters the shared themes were consistent with much of the literature exploring youth
encounters with police. More importantly, the comparison further assisted with making sense of
the emerging framework of engagement. Comparing the recommendations for the two sets of
groups brought out consistent themes that otherwise would not have been as apparent.
My comparisons enabled me to better synthesize that which the focus group participants
were describing. The comparisons helped me to narrow the categories, drawing from
participants’ narratives thereby enabling me to identify five concepts for the framework of
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community engagement. The narrowing of categories helped me directly answer what NYPD
can do to improve community-police relations with Black and Latinx Youth? The concepts
addressing this question were centered around community engagement, specific trainings,
improved communication, interactions grounded in respect, and officer accountability.
Categorical comparisons between groups (e.g., street and housing) and within groups provided a
more coherent picture of what young people felt could be done to improve community-police
relations.
Strategies for Validating Findings
Trustworthiness
The trustworthiness or validity of research findings in both qualitative and quantitative
studies is an important concern (Creswell, 2013). It is important that researchers consider the
data collection, analysis, and interpretation methods used when determining trustworthiness of
qualitative studies. The study must accurately capture the narratives and perceptions of the
participants, helping to ensure that the analysis process is flexible enough to account for
variations in participants’ experiences. In so doing, this increases the possibility that other
researchers can apply similar procedures, methods, and analysis strategies to their research
projects (i.e., transferability). Lastly, it helps ensure that all parts of the study were sufficiently
described to allow for comparison to other similar populations and study findings. Triangulation
of data, member checking, thick description, theoretical sampling, and auditing are the
techniques used to ensure trustworthiness of this project.
Triangulation. Triangulation is a technique used to increase the trustworthiness of
qualitative research by examining evidence from different data sources and using it to build a
justification for themes (Creswell, 2014; Creswell & Miller, 2000). Themes are established by
combining several sources of data or perspectives from participants. The results from these
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sources are used to validate findings. The framework developed is based on an accumulation of
common experiences, rather than data unique to one focus group. Additionally, the combination
of information obtained through focus groups and other data sources were used to analyze the
trustworthiness of the information from the focus groups. The use of multiple data sources
affirmed the main concepts proposed in the framework generated through analysis of the primary
focus group data.
Member Checks. Creswell (2014) states that member checking is used to determine the
accuracy of the research findings by taking specific descriptions or themes back to the
participants and determining whether the participants feel that they are accurate. In the instance
where a researcher is unable to take descriptions and themes back to participants, Krueger and
Casey (2009) recommend pilot testing questions to ensure that they are understood, as well as
listening carefully to the discussions and seeking clarification on areas of ambiguity. Since there
were no identifying information of participants for member checks, the recommendation to pilot
test questions was used during the original implementation of the focus groups as part of the
JRP.
The focus group questions were piloted using one test group and four pilot groups, the
group facilitator and assistant facilitator debriefed all groups and assessed question
comprehension. During the introduction of all focus groups, the facilitator informed the
participants that they may be asked additional questions to ensure that the facilitator understood
the intention behind their answers.
Thick Description. As explained by Clifford Geertz (1973), thick description is the
explanation of study elements that allow the reader to be transported to the setting while giving
an element of shared experiences. In turn, the results become more realistic and richer, adding to
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validity of the findings. Detailed information about the recruitment of participants and the
criteria for participation were outlined within this chapter. The demographic questionnaire along
with background information about each participants’ gender identification, racial-ethnic
background, age, LGBTQ identification, and residence were also provided. Additionally, each
focus group was debriefed immediately following the group; this debriefing was recorded and
transcribed along with the focus group discussion. The assistant focus group facilitator was also
responsible for taking behavioral notes during each focus group. These notes in combination
with focus group transcripts, debriefs, demographic data, any other raw data, along with
memoranda written during the analysis phase was used to provide a rich, thick description of the
elements of this study.
Theoretical Sampling. According to Glaser and Strauss (1967), theoretical sampling is
the process of collecting data for developing theory that requires the researcher to collect, code,
and analyze data and then decide what data should be collected and where to find them to
develop the emerging theory. The short purpose of theoretical sampling is to “guide you where
you go” (Charmaz, 2014). Since theoretical sampling is intended to guide the development of the
emerging theory as part of the analysis, when necessary the researcher must return to existing
data (e.g., focus group transcripts, debriefs, and behavior notes) to select incidents and
experiences that confirm and assist with developing emerging findings.
In this study, the emerging theoretical findings emphasized the need for respectful
interactions between communities and police, improved communication, more community
involvement, trainings that are focused on cultural competence and sensitivity and police
accountability. As such, using these theoretical concepts I had to return to the existing data to
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gauge the consistency of these thematic categories, while also selecting incidents and
experiences that would assist with developing the findings.
Auditing. An audit in qualitative research is very similar to that of a fiscal audit; the
auditor reviews the trail of documentation created by the researcher to ensure that the qualitative
methodology was adequately followed, and that the theory is indeed grounded in the data. The
auditor examined the process and evaluate emergent grounded framework of engagement
derived from the grounded theory research. In this project, the auditor was responsible for
increasing the dependability and confirmability of this study. The auditor examined the raw data,
coding categories, coded materials, and drafts of the theory to verify the use of grounded theory
methodology.
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CHAPTER 5: FINDINGS
This project examined the nature of interactions between police, and Black and Latinx
youth, as well as ideas improved police community interactions. The findings in this study are
the perspective of community as defined and selected for the JRP and then narrowed for this
study. The goal of the JRP was to gather reform ideas beyond the immediate reforms ordered by
the court. These ideas were to come from communities most affected by the NYPD’s use of SQF
and trespass enforcement. Focus group participants either lived in or frequented areas that were
selected based on a rigorous identification of those communities that were most impacted. The
youth were connected to community-based organizations and advocacy groups that agreed to
participate in an earlier phase of the JRP. All participants had either direct and or indirect
experiences with SQF or housing trespass experiences; they also, either lived in or frequented the
neighborhoods and developments identified as high and mid priority. These participants were
particularly remarkable in their ability to describe in detail, traumatic encounters while
simultaneously providing thoughtful and intentional recommendations. The aims of this project
were to explore the lived SQF and housing trespass experiences of Black and Latinx youth using
data from 20 focus groups, gathered from the 64 groups as part of the JRP. While a different
project may address NYPD’s perspective and how they view these encounters, this project
focuses on lived experiences, and not the entity controlling the interactions.
The preface and Chapter 1 of the dissertation provided a foundation for the study with
two main goals: 1. to understand Black and Latinx police encounter experiences; and 2. to
develop a framework as recommended by these youth for police engagement. The literature
review presented a detailed overview of the current discussion of uninitiated youthful stops by
police in New York City, providing strong evidence of why this study was necessary. In this
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review, two gaps were identified, the lack of studies exploring the stop experience of youth who
live in and frequent NYCHA housing developments and the use of youthful voice in developing
policies that inform policing practice.
Using a CGT approach to analysis, these interactions were explored as experienced by
Black and Latinx youth in New York City. Chapter 4 provided a detailed and comprehensive
explanation of the data analysis procedures. The initial analysis of the focus group data began at
the completion of all focus groups as part of the JRP, following a more focused and extensive
review for the current project a year later. As part of the current project the transcribed
interviews were subjected to line by line coding, and the use of a constant comparative method
throughout the secondary analysis of these data. Memos were written as necessary and connected
to the corresponding transcript and or code. Substantive categories were formed during the initial
coding process and focused coding helped saturate categories until themes emerged. From these
themes, analytic concepts were derived. The concepts were: training, with an emphasis placed on
cultural competency and sensitivity; respect and accountability for officers; improved
communication; and community input and engagement. These concepts, also known as
theoretical concepts, were used for theoretical sampling in development of a framework of
engagement. In addition to the theoretical concepts, there were eight themes derived from the
most grounded codes, these themes were: disrespect, surveillance, people being searched without
consent, the use of physical force, officers not providing identifying information, feeling
overpowered, helplessness, fear, and avoidance These themes are loosely divided into three
categories for ease of discussion within this chapter – experience, feelings as reported by the
participants, and their behavioral response. This chapter discusses in detail both the eight
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themes in response to research question 1 and the theoretical concepts forming the framework of
engagement in response to research question 2.
Research Question 1
The first research question was: how do Black and Latinx youth between the ages of 13 and 25
experience street stops and housing trespass enforcement by the NYPD? In response to Research
Question 1, the stop or housing encounter experiences of participants were best characterized as
either an experience, feelings resulting from the experience, and behavior or action stemming
from the feelings associated with the experience. As such and for this discussion, the findings of
this study will be organized as experience, feelings and behavioral response. It is important to
note, that these categories were not used during analysis, but are instrumental to the discussion of
findings within this chapter, forming what will be termed Experiences-Feelings-Response (EFR)
model (Figure 6).
Figure 6. EFR model

Experiences

• Issues identifed by
participants during
encounters.

Feelings

• Feelings as
expressed by
participants during
these encounters.

Behavioral
Response
• Behavioral
responses that
result from these
encounters.

As discussed in Chapter 4, there were three categories created during phase two of
focused coding. Those categories were issues identified by participants, recommendations, and
fear. Although these were developed into three discrete categories during the focused coding
phase of the analysis process, this first section of this chapter will only discuss issues identified
by participants and fear. These categories are fundamental to answering research question 1,
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whereas the recommendations category is specific to research question 2. The issues identified
by participants category falls under the larger discussion category of experiences, fear falls under
the larger discussion category of feelings, and any behaviors as noted by participants will fall
under the behavioral response category (Table 14).

Table 14. Experience codes by themes.

Experience
Theme
Disrespect
They act like street bullies
Treated like trash by officers
Cops looking for trouble

Codes

Theme
People being searched without consent
Theme
Surveillance
Stopped while in a group
Stopped based on attire
Frequent and regular stops
Frequent harassment

Codes

Codes

Theme
Use of physical force
Detectives most aggressive
“DTs roll up on you”
Theme
Officers do not identify themselves

Youth often felt targeted, and when approached without pretext, by surprise and
aggressively they felt disrespected. Other participants related the experience of feeling targeted
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and disrespected to a feeling of dehumanization, and being treated like animals, as one
participant in group D-G10 described: “they treat us like we’re trash, they throw us against the
car. They don’t even ask questions.” These sentiments were consistent with earlier studies
exploring police youth encounters where youth also felt targeted and disrespected by officers
essentially feeling like a symbolic assailant (Brunson & Miller , 2006 ; Fine, et al., 2003;
Futterman, Hunt, & Kalven, 2016; Sanchez & Adams, 2011; Solis, Portillos, & Brunson, 2009).
These uninitiated encounters were often contentious, as described by participants, because
officers would not show their ID or in other instances, when asked, refused. A participant shared
the following example:
I think ultimately, it's just identifying himself in both of those situations. Neither
police officer showed me any identifying information. In most situations I've been
in, police officers don't identify themselves…It was already disrespectful and
most police officers that I come in contact with, they're just disrespectful. It's like
they don't see me as a person like with humanity, with dignity and respect and all
that type of stuff the way that they treat other people uptown or West Village and
stuff like that. Ultimately, it's like having that sense of humanness, compassion,
and respect. Like basically what it says on the car that they don't adhere to.
In some focus groups participants suggested the idea of mutual respect as a way to minimize the
escalation of encounters and as a simple measure of human kindness. A focus group participant
shared the benefits of a respectful exchange between an officer and a group of kids:
I feel those who are respectful, those who think about the community- because I
live in a coop. There are a lot of cops that you see walking around, trying to
protect the area. Me and my mom were walking somewhere. There was a cop
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walking around. We were by the bank. There was a group of kids on their bikes.
He approached them in a very respectful manner, saying “you guys have to move
from this area. You can’t be riding your bikes around here…The kids said,
“We’re just getting something to eat officer, then we’ll move.” No problems
whatsoever. If a cop approaches you and gives you respect, you should also give
that cop the same amount of respect as well.
In the larger set of focus groups as part of the JRP participants provided examples of
police encounters where officers would stop or question them with the intent of doing a warrant
check, in other instances they felt officers would antagonize them (Belen, 2018). Similarly, in
this study youth shared instances where officers would drive by in unmarked cars, throwing up
gang signs in an attempt to start trouble with youth perceived to be in opposing gangs.
Participants shared on other occasions when they were not “helpful” to officers, meaning they
were thought to be a person with confidential information they could be harassed, or arrested for
something that appeared arbitrary to them, such as spitting on the ground or jay walking. An
exchange between participants in group D-G4 puts this into context:
Male voice—All they do is mess with anybody…When one person gets locked up.
For instance, one of my friend’s got locked up, people just – the outrage just went
up, because they’re getting locked up for no reason. They will just lock you up for
no reason, just to mess with you.
Female voice—No matter where you’re walking – you could be with your friends,
you mom – they will come get you because of the people you hang out with. I don’t
think that’s fair, messing up our lives, having us have a record for no reason.
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Male voice —Then the cops run around throwing gang signs out of the car. Its
officers from [redacted]. The whole hood knows them…They’ll be like “so and so
is going to be over here tonight.” They like being petty. They’re not stupid. They
know what they’re doing.
Female voice—I think they just trying to lure you into a trap.
Although participants discussed the issue of harassment in both the Floyd (street)
and Davis (housing) groups, the issue was much more pronounced in the housing groups.
Participants within all ten groups shared experiences where they felt harassed. On some
occasions, young people would have encounters with officers just going about their day.
In other instances, as one participant shared, they could be arrested for jay walking and
pressured into becoming a confidential informant. The theme of being pressured into
becoming a confidential informant was first noted during the analyses of the Davis groups.
As an example, a participant in group D-G4 expressed concerns around persistent police
harassment and efforts at pressuring him into becoming a confidential informant after
arresting him for jaywalking:
They brung[sp] me to two different investigation rooms; the first investigation
room, where I said I know my rights, and then they brung[sp] me to the detectives’
room. The detectives’ rooms got pictures of everybody and everything. He said,
‘You see wo you’ve got beef with on this wall? They’re already telling us what
y’all doing. Just give me information, and you’ll be home tonight, man. I’ll give
you the ticket.’ I said, “Can I get a lawyer?” They said, ‘Oh, so you know how to
play this game?’ They brung[sp] me downstairs and put me through the system.
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Youth who live in or frequent NYCHA developments shared experiences of being picked
up for minor infractions and placed into a situation that required them to bargain with
officers to be released. Participants in this group also shared that officers would take
pictures of them with their department issued cellular phones and use the pictures when
they encounter them on the street. Of the 20 focus groups, this was an experience discussed
exclusively by participants in the housing groups.
In another instance, a participant describes the back end of their exchange with several
officers that escalated when they were approached by officers and the friends attempted to record
the interaction. According to this participant in group D-G4:
It ended with them handcuffing me, taking out my wallet, still going in my pocket,
well, checking my ID, and they’re like, “You know, with all the headache you gave
us, we should just arrest you.” I’m like, “okay.” They went and I guess, their
sergeant got a hold of the fact that they were holding me…they held me there for
15 minutes, in handcuffs, extra tight, where I had bruises for, like, two weeks on
my wrist…and [they said], “Well, we were going to let you go, but our sergeant’s
telling me to take you in.” And they dropped me – they put me in the back of the
paddy-wagon, we call it, and they brought me to, like the [redacted] precinct, to
question me about gang activity in the area. I declined to answer, and then they
brought me to the PSA, next and they basically had me there till one o’clock, until
they can find stuff on me. And, basically, they were – the officers that had stopped
me and handcuffed me told them that I was there doing drug transactions for
marijuana and stuff. And I’m like, “No!” I was released at 1:30 am…out the back
door.
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In some instances, participants felt pressured to give officers what they were requesting
even if it was not true.
The narratives discussed thus far were recorded under the “issues identified by
participants” category as trouble mining. The findings were consistent with the larger
analysis of 64 focus groups from the Joint Remedial Process where “participants frequently
expressed the notion that “cops go looking for trouble” (Belen, 2018). Examples given by
participants of trouble mining included the targeting of certain individuals, stopping people
just to see if they have warrants, throwing gang signs from their car in an attempt to garner
a response, or making an “arbitrary” stop or arrest for spitting on the ground or jaywalking.
Youth in St. Louis, Missouri participating in the Brunson and Miller (2006) study shared
similar experiences where they felt that officers would stop them to mess with them, stating
“Police over there by me, they stop you just to mess with you for real…Sometimes they’ll
pull up and be like, ‘get that damn crack out your mouth boy!’ and keep going” (p. 541).
In many instances, as suggested by participants, officers did not identify themselves, and
the stop would very quickly advance to a search without the youths’ consent. As described by
one participant in group F-G9:
I remember walking to the deli store and this black car pulled up, you know, fast. And
I thought I was going to get robbed, at first…I was so nervous. So, you know this
Black car ran up and there was like four guys – two in the passenger seat and then two
in the back. And then they came out of the car, and they came up to me – it was like
“What did you put in your pocket?” And I was like, “I didn’t put anything in my
pocket,” And then they started searching me, like start patting me down, and then
checking my pockets, turn my pockets inside out…so basically, they were like, “Oh,
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I’m sorry. You have a good day.” You know like they searched me without my consent
and then they just left.
Participants shared examples of going about everyday tasks and being taken aback by an
encounter with an officer, that typically did not fall in line with the level of stops as required
by Debour (Belen, 2018). A common encounter involved being approached by an officer
(stopped), questioned, and then searched. “Frisks” in these instances were only theoretical,
with participants more frequently sharing stories of being searched, and in most every
instance without their consent. One female participant in group F-G8 described an
experience of being searched outside of school as she waited with her brother for her little
sister:
Yeah. I was searched by a male. I didn't feel like I needed to be searched, because I just
got out of school and was waiting for my little sister to get out of school with my brother.
They just hopped out on us and was like, "Open your bag." I was like, "For what?"
"Because I seen him pass you a gun. I opened it, but I didn't let them search it. I just
opened it, showed them there's no gun in here. Then they told me to get up on the gate.
They just started searching me. The other officer took my bag, took everything
out…Then they hopped in the car and left.
The response above was in reference to being asked if anyone else had been searched, and if they
could relate to an experience described by another participant. Another young participant in
group F-G10 shared:
There have been times when I was just sitting outside with my friend’s debating where
we were going to go next and a police officer came and stopped me because of
suspicion. He didn’t even say those words, he just came and stopped me. He didn’t
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even tell us why. And he puts his hand in my pocket and I’m like I don’t consent to a
search, and he’s like I don’t care, I don’t need your consent.
These types of experiences were very common, happening in different contexts, in different
boroughs and neighborhoods. According to another participant in the same group describing an
experience he had with a plain clothes officer while on his way to a doctor’s appointment:
I was on my way to a doctor’s appointment, and I had a hoodie on, and I was walking,
and an undercover cop stopped, and, like, they just got out of the car real quick and
stopped me and they were asking me for my name. And they started, like, putting their
hands in my pockets and searching me all over. And, like, they just said that I looked
like someone they know.
Youth in the focus groups occasionally made a distinction between officers in uniform
and those who they considered “DTs” or detectives. The DTs were depicted as very aggressive,
approaching individuals without warning and context and wore plain clothes. These types of
encounters were described in two separate focus groups as, “DTs just roll up on you.” For
example, a female participant in Group D-G9 expressed the following sentiment in response to
an experience described earlier in the discussion, “Oh no, sometimes they’re uniformed officers,
sometimes they’re detectives, but the detectives, they are worse.”
In another example a participant in group F-G8 encountered detectives while walking to his
grandmother’s house:
Participant—The detectives hopped out the car. They didn’t show no badge at all. They
grabbed on me. They asked me if I have any guns on me. Then some church lady stopped
them [and made them go off].
Facilitator—The church lady stopped them? What did she say?
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Participant—She was like, "He goes to my church. Leave him alone." They left.
Situations where interactions between youth and police were interrupted by individuals
perceived as older and possessing some level of legitimacy by police officers was not
uncommon. Youth described situations where they may have been approached by officers in
their neighborhoods, and often, well meaning, protective adults would step in as a form of
guardian, as in the example above. In hearing of these real and anecdotal types of experiences,
Cohen and Felson’s (1979) Routine Activity Approach comes to mind. The general premise of a
routine activity approach is that crime occurs when there are three elements present, 1. a
motivated offender, 2. a suitable target, and 3. the absence of a capable guardian (Cohen and
Felson, 1979). In the instance described above, the young person is the suitable target, the police
officer is the motivated offender, and the elder is the capable guardian. In the focus group and
others, participants provided examples of deescalated encounters with the presence of an
intervening older individual.
Being stopped by officers during the process of living life and going about a daily routine
was common, sometimes so common that it became normalized. An example of this
normalization is captured during a debrief session between the facilitator and co-facilitator. The
discussion in group D-G8 centered around a participant’s response when asked about his
experiences with stop and frisk:
He gave this incredulous look [when asked about being stopped and frisked], like that’s
just a part of our lives. It happens every day, it is so normal. It is just a part of their
human existence living in that community. That was pretty consistent and persistent
throughout the conversation, so much so that it reminded me of our earlier groups – not
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necessarily Davis [groups], but Floyd [groups] – when I had to redirect participants to
think about the possibility of changes and imaging that there could be changes.
This particular group was held at a community center with youth who had frequent and regular
contact with officers. When participants were asked who has witnessed stops or trespass stops
everyone in the group raised their hands. This group fell within a priority area, with the
community having experienced a number of raids resulting in large numbers of arrests of youth
Table 15. Feelings code by themes.

Feelings
Theme
Feeling Overpowered
Codes

Helplessness
Theme
Fear
Fear making a complaint
Officers cannot be trusted
“They antagonize Black people”
People are scared of the cops
Officers make it feel unsafe

Codes

Youth expressed an overall sense of fear, powerlessness, and helplessness as a result of
these encounters, the feelings easily summarized using the word traumatic (Table 15). Trauma is
defined here as a “unique individual experience of an event or enduring conditions in which the
individual’s ability to integrate his or her emotional experience is overwhelmed and the
individual experiences (either objectively or subjectively) a threat to his/her life, bodily integrity,
or that of a caregiver or family member” (Saakvitne, Gamble , Pearlman, & Lev, 2000, p. 7) One
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focus group participant shared an experience that happened to them one month prior to the
discussion:
So, I have two incidents, one that kind of like scared me, like, it kind of like made me,
like, really nervous. I still think about it today and it was kind of like nerve-wracking. So,
one day, you know, I was walking out of my house and I was wearing sweatpants and I
was wearing boots. You know I remember walking to the deli story and this black car
pulled up, you know, fast. And I thought I was going to get robbed, at first, and I was,
like, so nervous. I was like, “Oh my God.” I started shaking. So, you know, this black car
ran up and there was, like four guys – two in the passenger seat and then two in the back.
And then, they came out of the car, like, you know, and they came up to me – it was like,
“What did you put in your pocket?” And I was like, “I didn’t put anything in my pocket.”
And then they started searching me, like start patting me down, and then checking my
pockets, turn my pockets inside out and see what I got, and they didn’t find anything. So
basically, they were like, “Oh, I’m sorry, you have a good day.” You know like, they
searched me without even my consent and then they just left.
Another participant shared the following example:
I mean, like for some officers, I feel like they just be abusing their power, they be doing
what they want. For instance, I could be walking down the street, I have both hands in my
hoodie pocket. And then, next thing you know, I’m getting thrown up against the wall
just because it look like I have a gun on me. I can’t even walk down the street, nothing,
peacefully…”
The resulting themes gathered from this closer analysis of a smaller sub-set of these focus
groups, was in concert with the findings described in the JRP final report, “The trauma
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experienced by communities heavily affected by this practice is deep and profound. Many
participants expressed experiencing it directly, while others’ experiences were vicarious in
nature” (Belen, 2018, p. 160).
In a study published by Geller et. al (2014) young men in New York City between the
ages of 18 and 26 reported a positive correlation between police contact and trauma and anxiety
symptoms. Similar experiences as noted above were weaved throughout the narratives of focus
group participants, acting as an undercurrent lying beneath the fuller discussions. Discussions of
limited to no agency, as well as fear and helplessness were present in both fore and hindsight of
the discussions. In some focus groups participants appeared reticent and apprehensive at the start
of the discussions – often requiring the facilitator to sidebar and quell any fears and concerns that
were expressed. An example of this was when participants needed to be encouraged to engage in
the discussion by taking a short break and saying, “You guys, just take a breath. This is really a
safe space. It’s just me. I’m nobody really, I’m just Jeanene.”
Participants were deeply frustrated when there were encounters that left them feeling
helpless. Often struggling with reconciling the inability to respond to officers’ behavior without
an escalation of the stop. For example, a participant in group D-G3 detailed an encounter they
had with officers while returning home from the store:
Participant—I’m coming from the store, there’s four police officers in the lobby.
They approached me, they have me sitting there, they have me against the wall and
ask what was my name and actually my ID. I told them I live right there and I’m just
coming from the store. They said, ‘So what, we need your ID.’ And they started
padding me down for no reason.”
Facilitator—And then what happened?
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Participant—And then, the just told me to go my merry way. Every time it happens, I
get frustrated because I feel like I can’t do nothing about it. And then when I want to
get out of line and get out of character. I’m wrong and I’m being disrespectful.
Another participant from the same group described “cringing” when an officer walks toward
them:
When I see a cop walking towards me, I get a cringe. Sometimes they just keep walking,
but sometimes they stop you or say something smart to you that if you say something
back, it makes the situation worse. They act like street bullies most of the time.
A participant in group F-G9 detailed an experience in the subway where a “kid” as they termed
them, was sitting on a bench waiting for the train. A group of plain clothes officers proceeded to
approach the kid and pushing him up against the wall so hard that the kid’s “head bounced back”
as everyone watched, while ignoring the arriving train. They shared the following:
You know it’s scary to think that the police can abuse somebody in front of you and
that, when somebody’s willing to speak up for you and defend you…and then the cops
tell you that you have no right to stand up for somebody. You have no right to have an
opinion. You have no right to say that you disagree with what we’re doing because
we’re a cop…And it’s just sad, you know, I felt bad for the kid because I wanted to
say something.
Throughout the 20 focus groups, participants described distrust in NYPD and officers
alike. Diminished trust in police has been widely studied with consistent findings related to its
impact on police community relations. In these communities, police are seen as less legitimate,
with community members being less likely to assist police with solving crimes (Rengifo,
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Slocum, & Chillar, 2019; Tyler & Fagan, 2008), a theme noted during the analysis. An example
from a participant in group D-G1 shared:
If something happened right now, I wouldn’t go to call them – I’ll run from them when
they get there – and not tell them what happened – because now I’m looking at it like I’m
always wrong. As soon as you [police] come to me, you’re assuming. They don’t ask any
questions.
This participant also speaks to the almost immediate response to run from officers to
avoid the possibility of an encounter, or one that could quickly escalate. Running away from the
police as a reaction to police harassment and racial profiling has been found to be a reasonable
response according to the Massachusetts’ Supreme Judicial Court (Commonwealth vs. Jimmy
Warren, 2016).6 The court, referring to an ACLU report on “Field Interrogation Observations
(FIO)” noted:
Rather, the finding that black males in Boston are disproportionately and repeatedly
targeted for FIO encounters suggests a reason for flight totally unrelated to consciousness
of guilt. Such an individual, when approached by the police, might just as easily be
motivated by the desire to avoid recurring indignity of being racially profiled as by the
desire to hide criminal activity.
The narrative above captures this showing that some young person would rather run from the
police than risk the possibility of an encounter.
Running from the police is one of several avoidant type behaviors that participants
shared. Others included avoiding police by not going outside; taking alternative routes home, to

6

In 1999 the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in Illinois v. Wardlow that “flight is the consummate act of evasion and that
[n]ervous, evasive behavior is a pertinent factor in determining suspicion” to justify a stop. CITATION NEEDED
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the store, and to work; changing how you dress and not calling the police when needed (Table
16). These were all noted examples within the Davis focus groups.
Table 16. Response codes by theme.

Response
Theme
Community Survival Techniques (Avoidance)
Will not call the police
Codes
Avoidant behaviors

The issue of fear, helplessness, and the use of community survival techniques came up in
seven different focus groups (two Floyd street groups and five Davis housing groups). The code
feeling overpowered came up in ten of the focus groups (two Floyd street groups and eight Davis
housing groups). This difference speaks volumes to the frequency and manner by which young
people who live in NYCHA or frequent housing developments are encountered by police
officers. It also speaks to the overwhelming effect that these encounters have on youth who live
within and frequent NYCHA developments. Many of the group participants responded “no”
when asked “Do you feel safe in your neighborhood?” Surprisingly, in all of the housing groups
except one, their immediate response was “no because of the police.” As explained by one
participant in group D-G3:
The cops make me unsafe – because, like, with this whole frisk and witnessed
cops shooting kids or whatever. So, it’s like, “Oh, what if I do something like go
in my pocket and what are they going to do, shoot me?” Or I’m going to my own
building and they stop me for trespassing. They’re going to arrest me or throw me
down on the floor, do something. They could do anything.
While a male participant in group D-G9 shared the following:
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I’d like to add onto what I said, I feel like the cops pose a bigger threat on my life
than anyone else, so if I do feel unsafe the cops are making me unsafe. They’re
making me feel unsafe. My apologies.
The exception was group D-G10. This group was the smallest of the 20 groups with six
participants, three female and three male participants between the ages of 14 to 15. When asked
the safety question there was an even split amongst participants based on gender. The male
participants immediately responded yes, while the female participants responded no. When
probed further, the male participants connected feeling safe to “community” and knowing people
within the community, whereas the female participants spoke of vicarious trauma and witnessing
and hearing about encounters that their friends and family members had with officers. One
female participant shared the following:
It’s not even the people. It’s more the cops. Like, they don’t care who you are,
where you’re from. They feel like you in the middle of gang violence then; and
once they pull out their weapons, it’s over, like, anybody can get hit. They don’t
care. I know everybody over here. I’m not scared to be over here. It’s just the
cops. They just do too much. I don’t feel safe with them around.
There were two separate and interesting observations with groups D-G3 and D-G6. The
first was centered around participants’ expression of not feeling safe because of the police and
the observable police presence in the neighborhood, and the second around the desire to engage
with the police despite not feeling safe because of them. Participants in group D-G3 expressed
not feeling safe within their neighborhood because of the police presence and when asked the
question their immediate response was “no”. This was one of the first Davis focus groups to be
facilitated during the JRP. Several participants provided personal examples of why they did not
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feel safe in their neighborhood, sharing that they often felt surveilled. Upon leaving the focus
group and noted within the facilitators’ debrief was that there were “three police paddy wagons
within a one black radius of the community center.” Youth in this group described the
community center as the place where they would go for safety, with one participant sharing “…if
we had this program every day, I would come here,” followed by a short exchange between three
other participants:
Participant 1: Basically, I see that we use these kind of afterschool programs just
to get away from the street, honestly. Because, then, we’d be outside the majority
the time, we’re either going to end up in jail or…
Participant 2: or dead.
Participant 1: And they still don’t help even help us…
Participant 3: They supposed to make this place safer.
Youth in this group expressed concern that officers would enter the community center to arrest
people, sharing that “cops came in here going crazy. Looking people up dunking them on the
ground.” While also expressing concerns that officers on occasion would stop them when they
leave the center, “If there’s a lot of us when we leave here, the cops are stopping us outside, as
soon as we leave the center.”
In group D-G6 participants expressed not feeling safe because of both police officers and
shootings. As shared by a participant in the group:
Yeah, I don’t like Orange said…I don’t feel safe because, one, my community
isn’t safe. And two, the police isn’t protecting us, and neither are they serving us
either. So, there’s no reason to be safe…I’m not going to even say the cops, but
the detectives are out of line.
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However, despite this, participants still expressed an interest in engaging with officers in
“meetings” similar to the focus group, as two separate participants shared:
Participant 1: “They should have cops attend meetings kind of like this. But it
should be mandatory.
Participant 2: “The community center should be able to bring police inside….and
be able to see all the different parts of the neighborhood and to make bonds with
them.
In response to Research Question 1, Black and Latinx youth described specific
experiences, feelings, and responses. These findings were drawn from the larger analysis
where eight themes were identified that included disrespect, surveillance, people being
searched without their consent, the use of physical force, officers not providing
identifying information, feeling overpowered, fear and avoidant behaviors. These
findings were consistent with earlier studies exploring youth police encounters where
aggressive policing tactics were found to criminalize youth leaving them feeling
humiliated and victimized (Brunson & Miller, 2006; Brunson & Miller, 2006; Gau &
Brunson, 2010; Solis, Portillos, & Brunson, 2009). Recent studies where youth
essentially felt dehumanized and disrespected (e.g. Nordberg, Crawford, Praetorius, &
Hatcher, 2016; Nordberg, Twis, Stevens, & Hatcher, 2018; Rengifo & Pater, 2017;
Slocum & Wiley, 2018) and the resulting consequences of avoidant behaviors and the
reluctance to report crime (Weitzer & Brunson, 2009; Rengifo, Slocum, & Chillar, 2019).
Black and Latinx youth who lived in NYCHA developments also reported
persistent feelings of being surveilled and harassed, providing examples of how officers
in an attempt to secure them as confidential informants would arrest them for minor
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offenses. These youth also expressed feeling overpowered, helpless and fearful. As a
result of these experiences, youth expressed distrust in the police and also the reluctance
to seek their assistance. Instead, youth prioritized avoiding officers as much as possible.
The most extreme form of avoidance was running away from an officer. These were
sentiments consistent with other studies exploring youth police encounters (Brunson,
2007; Del Toro, et al., 2019; Stoudt, et al., 2011; Weitzer & Brunson, 2009).
The next section explores the engagement framework as developed based on the
grounded theory analysis and theoretic sampling of the focus group transcripts. The first part of
the section is in response to the research question #2 using participant narratives to ground the
recommendations. The final section of this chapter will include a comprehensive review of the
TRACE Model, and how it can be used as a guiding principle when there is an aim at improving
police community relations with young people.
Research Question 2
The second research question was: What do Black and Latinx youth impacted by SQF and
trespass enforcement think NYPD can do to improve community-police relations with them?
The data revealed that Black and Latinx youth valued training, respectful interactions,
accountability for officers, improved communication, and community engagement as the most
important elements to improve community-police relations.
Trainings
Throughout the focus groups youth shared experiences of being stereotyped by officers,
on one occasion drawing the conclusion that the academy teaches officers to stereotype, as
suggested by one participant, “I think the NYPD should stop basing their [lessons] off of
stereotypes; when they’re in the academy, teach the police something different instead of
stereotypes.” Essentially, youth felt that many of their experiences as described in response to
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research question 1 was the result of inadequate training of police officers by the NYPD. As
expressed by another youth in group F-G6, “I feel they should reteach – they shouldn’t go by
stereotypes. Not every Black person is up to no good.”
Youth also expressed concerns that officers lacked the sensitivity, patience, cultural
competence and thoughtfulness necessary to engage the public, as one participant in group D-G2
suggested sensitivity training as an option:
More training. They definitely need more training to deal with people. That is a
job for someone who is a people person who knows how to deal with people. If
you don’t know how to deal with all types of people – angry people, mad, happy,
sad – they should be able to know how to deal with people’s tempers, angers, and
remarks that come out of people’s mouths.
According to participants, this lack of cultural competence leads officers to misunderstand the
people who live within the communities that they police, often resulting in the targeting and
harassment of youth. As such, youth suggested cultural competency trainings for officers so that
they may better understand the communities that they are assigned to.
Respectful Interactions
Out of the 20 focus groups, 16 groups discussed the need for respectful interactions.
Youth felt that abuse of power and consistent disrespect were at the core of their encounters with
police. On their way home from school, a participant in group group F-G10 shared the following
experience:
I was on my way from school, by my college, and as soon as I like turned the
corner an unmarked police car kind of pulled up like abruptly and they stopped
me. As soon as they got out of the car it was like freeze. I was really confused…
And then the police officer just kind of rushed over to me and he like slammed me
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against like this wall that was right by my school. He asked a series of questions
like where are you coming from, what are you doing, all this type of stuff? I
was like why are you attacking me in this way or coming at me this way? I just
got out of school. He was just like shut up…And then he started like patting me
down, going through my pockets and stuff like that. He took my hat off my
head. He took my book bag off me. He emptied out my book bag on the ground.
I'm getting upset at this point because all my stuff is out. He's like
really humiliating me in the middle of the street. So, I'm just like what are you
doing. You can't do this to me. I have rights. You can't do this. He was like shut
up, [redacted] don't have rights.”
Research on street encounters between police and citizens go as far back as the 1960s.
Some solutions recommended by participants to address the issue of respect was customer
service centered and implicit bias trainings. A simpler sentiment as suggested by a participant in
group F-G4 said “it would be nice that they don’t criticize you or say oddly demeaning things.”
Procedural justice scholar Tom Tyler (2004) notes that one of several factors that affect a
person’s judgment of an encounter that is procedurally just is them being treated with dignity and
respect.
Accountability
Youth expressed the importance of accountability within at least six of the 20 focus
groups (three street groups and three housing groups). During these discussions, participants
expressed concern that officers were not held responsible for their actions on a consistent basis.
Within these six groups there was a consistent sentiment that not only officers should be held
accountable for their behavior but their supervisors and supervising executives as well. Drawing
on the idea of operant conditioning, one participant in group D-G2 suggested that “Police are
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never going to change unless you change the repercussions.” Consistent with the findings in the
JRP, suggestions ranged from NYPD cultural change with regard to NYPD in terms of
disciplinary measures and a sliding scale with progressively harsh penalties depending on actions
of the officer (Belen, 2018). Essentially, youth expressed concerns that officers do not appear to
be held responsible for their behavior, and as a result will continue to engage community
members in ways that are detrimental to police community relations.
Improved Communication
Of the 20 focus groups, twelve expressed the need for improved communication; seven
street stop groups and five housing groups. Suggestions for improved communication were in
relation to police interactions with youth, with one exception connected to the complaint process.
One participant from group F-G6 put it simply: “As simple as that: just learn how to talk to
people, it goes a long way.” Participants’ responses were negatively correlated with respect. In
those groups where there were detailed discussions of disrespectful encounters, there were also
recommendations for improved communication. Essentially, more respectful encounters are
examples of improved communication.
Community Engagement and Voice
As discussed in the earlier section despite negative experiences and encounters with officers,
youth expressed a desire and interest in engaging officers and providing feedback on a community
level. As an example, participants suggested that officers should participate in group discussions
similar to the focus groups from which these data were gathered. Additionally, participants expressed
a desire for a process to receive feedback from community members in the form of community
forums, precinct suggestion box, annual surveys, and other data gathering mechanisms. For example,
a participant in group F-G10 shared the following suggesting the importance of community voice,
they said “I feel like in terms of evaluation police officers that the community members should have
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a voice and also the people that police officers have contact with, they should have some sort of
follow-up.” Some participants also expressed a desire to become better acquainted with the officers
in their communities. It is important to note here, that there were six groups that discussed
community engagement with only one of those groups falling under the housing category. This is
likely a result of the heavy-handed policing that occurs in NYCHA developments, where youth
would rather police be removed their communities instead of engaging them.

The TRACE Model
Aligning well with the President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing (2015) and
grounded in the findings from the focus groups the TRACE Model is intended to bring form to
how NYPD officers should interact with Black and Latinx youth in NYC. As determined based
on the analysis of the focus groups in response to research question number two, Black and
Latinx youth most impacted by stop-question-frisk and housing enforcement practices placed
value on training that was culturally competent, respectful interactions, accountability for
officers, improved communication and engagement with communities. These theoretic codes
align with the following pillars of the President’s Task Force’s recommendations:
•

Pillar One: Building Trust and Legitimacy – officers should engage the public
treating people with dignity and respect; giving individual’s voice during encounters;
being neutral and transparent during encounters; and conveying trustworthy motives
(Mazerolle, Bennett, Davis , Sargeant, & Manning, 2013).

•

Pillar Four: Community Policing and Crime Reduction – Police interventions must be
grounded in strong policies and trainings that places at their core procedural justice
(President's Task Force on 21st Century Policing , 2015).

•

Pillar Five: Training and Education – Hiring officers that reflect the community they
serve as well as providing training focused on developing interpersonal and
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communication skills and bias awareness (President's Task Force on 21st Century
Policing , 2015).
As such a grounded policing framework of engagement can improve police community
relations, increase police legitimacy, and improve collective efficacy within communities with
lower social controls. This framework is based on the five principles of culturally competent and
sensitive trainings, respectful interactions, accountability, improved communication, and
community engagement.
Trainings. Trainings that are culturally competent, developed and focused on building
the capacity of officers to understand, effectively communicate and interact with people across
cultures is foundational to this model. Trainings should not only occur at the recruit level but
extended to police executives as well. Such a training should be institutionalized and grounded in
the principals of procedural justice and the importance of engaging youth with dignity and
respect. Trainings grounded in the principals of procedural justice that are culturally competent is
the initial step toward the development of capacity and culture change within NYPD.
Respect. It is well documented that when the police are seen as legitimate, people are
more likely to comply and accept the decisions of police, while also following the rules and laws
enacted by them (Tyler, 1994). Foundational to legitimacy is that the person engaging with the
officer perceives the encounter as procedurally fair, in that they were treated with dignity and
respect, were given voice during the interaction and not deemed powerless, the officer was
unbiased and transparent and could be trusted. Procedural justice is at the core of this second
principal of the TRACE model. When officers engage youth, either in the form of a stop on the
street or a trespass inquiry within NYCHA housing developments. Fairness in the encounter is
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important. Youth express described experiences of being dehumanized and disrespected. When
procedural justice becomes the blueprint in how officers engage youth, respect occurs.
Accountability. Research on police accountability goes as far back as the 1960s, calling
into question violations and the need to systematically reform police agencies to ensure
conformity with the U.S. Constitution (McCoy, 2010). At present, and as suggested by Black and
Latinx youth in this study – accountability looks like a cultural change where not only officers
are held accountable for their behavior, but their supervisors and Executives are held responsible
as well. According to the Taskforce on 21st Century Policing (2015), law enforcement should
embrace a guardian rather a warrior mindset and in doing so will build trust and legitimacy
within the agencies and the public. In addition recommendation 1.3 states that “Law enforcement
agencies should establish a culture of transparency and accountability in order to build public
trust and accountability” (President's Task Force on 21st Century Policing , 2015, p. 1).
Accountability and transparency are at the core of this principle - officers, managers and
executives alike should be held accountable on a consistent basis for behavior that threaten
police legitimacy and violations of constitutional rights.
Communication. Weaved throughout this study is a communication theme, either stated
directly or implied based on the discussion. Proper and respectful communication is at the root of
all interactions between police and youth. Youth want to be engaged with dignity and respect,
and not left feeling violated following an encounter with a police officer. They prefer, if stopped
and questioned by an officer not to be sent on their way without an apology for the
inconvenience of the encounter. The opportunity to tell their side of the story, to feel heard and
to fully understand from the officer why the encounter is occurring is a basic necessity for
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improved communication. Scholarly literature supports this basic premise as one of the four
ideas of procedural justice.
Community engagement. The Joint Remedial Process was a three-year, five phase
community engagement process that resulted in a final report with 14 specific reform
recommendations and 12 policy recommendations submitted to Judge Analisa Torres of the
Southern District of New York. JRP staff engaged approximately 2,665 New Yorkers to gather
additional reform ideas beyond those recommended by the court as immediate reforms (Belen,
2018). The five phases of the JRP including the convening phase, focus group phase, community
forum phase, leadership phase, and final report phase. The suggestion is not to engage in an
endeavor as large as the JRP. Instead there should be intentional efforts at engaging community
members in the development of policies and practices that most impact them. Creating an
opportunity for members of NYPD to learn more about the lived experience of youth, and the
effectiveness of procedurally fair practices. These community engagement processes are most
effective as small community youth meetings, smaller targeted focus groups or annual surveys
aimed toward youth respondents, or larger community forums with the expressed purpose of
better understanding the lived experience, while gathering input on policies and practices.
Endeavors like these, embedded within the culture of NYPD would ensure continued input from
Black and Latinx youth bridging the gap between youth and police.
In addition to the type of engagement suggested above, reconciliatory efforts by the NYPD
would be beneficial to restoring trust, and a small step toward undoing past trauma. Reconciliation or
transitional justice is defined as “frank engagements between minority communities and law
enforcement to address historical tensions, grievances, and misconceptions that contribute to mutual
mistrust and misunderstanding and prevent police and communities from working together” (Goff,
Hinton, Meares, Sarnoff, & Tyler, 2019, p. 4). The inclusion of reconciliatory efforts in small and
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large group discussions with youth, combined with public education and action campaigns would
prove to be an effective step forward with developing partnerships with community organizations,
while also ensuring some precinct-level commitment to improving public legitimacy (Belen, 2018).

Summary
This chapter provided a comprehensive discussion of the findings from all twenty focus
groups. Grounded codes from the analysis were used to develop themes. The following themes
were identified in response to Research Question 1: disrespect, surveillance, people being
searched without consent, the use of physical force, officers not providing identifying
information, feeling overpowered, helplessness, fear, and avoidance. In response to Research
Question 2, the concepts training with an emphasis placed on cultural competency and
sensitivity, respect, accountability for officers, improved communication, and community input
and engagement were identified. All focus group transcripts were theoretically sampled for the
above concepts resulting in the TRACE model.
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CHAPTER 6: DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
This study contributes to the growing body of research that explores the policing
encounter experiences of Black and Latinx youth. The final chapter presents a discussion of the
key findings of the study along with recommendations for further research. This chapter
highlights the continued impact of these encounters on youth, and the negative collateral effects
on police legitimacy and police community relations. The purpose is to provide information of
value to scholars and practitioners with regards to the policing encounter experiences of Black
and Latinx youth as well as the importance of youth voice in the creation of practices that most
impact them.
Discussion
According to Manning and Van Maanen (1978) officers use three categories to typify
people during encounters in an effort to control the situations. These three types are suspicious
persons, assholes, and know nothing. The asshole typology tends to hold the most meaning for
officers. The meaning attributed to this label helps the officer rationalize their treatment of
individuals that they encounter. This point provides relevant present-day context for behavior
described by many Black and Latinx youth. Within all focus groups, participants expressed
concerns about the way officers interacted with them during police encounters, citing the lack of
respect as the primary issue, frequent harassment, feeling overpowered, fear, and an overall
experience of being dehumanized during encounters. This experience was most pronounced
amongst the Black and Latinx youth who live in and frequent NYCHA developments.
Youth who lived in and frequented NYCHA developments shared details of daily and frequent
encounters with police officers. Specific to this group and more general to those who
experienced street stops were the experiences of feeling fearful, helpless, or hopeless, thus
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engaging in behaviors to avoid police. At least half of the Davis groups discussed these feelings
of fear and helplessness, resorting to the use of avoidance behaviors.
The concept of fear is an interesting yet elusive idea. There is an extensive amount of
literature that discusses and examines the fear of crime, with some additional studies that explore
the effects of fear experienced by youth during police encounters (Fratello et. al., 2013; Haldipur,
J., 2018; Stoudt et. al., 2011). Despite the legality of SQF and housing trespass enforcement, the
NYPD is infamously known to have engaged in this practice in a manner that violated the
constitutional rights of countless Black and Latinx people. In a recently re-leaked February, 2015
recording of Michael Bloomberg who was the Mayor of New York City from 2002-2013 touting
the success of SQF and Operation Impact as his primary public safety initiative, he describes his
philosophy underlying the deployment of excessive amounts of officers into minority
neighborhoods and instilling fear into minority youth between the ages of 16 and 25:
…95% of your murders—murderers and murder victims fit one M.O., you can
just take the description, Xerox it and pass it out to all of the cops. They are male,
minorities, sixteen to twenty-five. That’s true in New York, that’s true in virtually
every city, that’s where the real crime is…You want to spend the money on a lot
of cops in the streets. Put those cops where the crime is, which means in minority
neighborhoods…the way you get the guns out of the kids’ hands is to throw them
up against the walls and you frisk them.
The enforcement strategy described by Bloomberg is exactly what was described by the
young people in the focus groups – Black and Latinx youth between the ages of 13 and
25 who lived in or frequented NYCHA housing developments. This practice of instilling
fear, intended or not, could not only impact youth over the longer term but have extensive
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implications on youth and police community relations.
These same youth also reported heavy surveillance, which is a consistent outcome
associated with the Operation Impact program. Operation Impact, a targeted initiative
launched in 2003 was aimed at decreasing crime rates by increasing investigative stops
and deploying more officers to high crime areas also known as impact zones. In early
2015 Operation Impact was eliminated but the use of impact zones was not.
Concurrently, Mayor DeBlasio launched the “Mayor’s Action Plan for Neighborhood
Safety (MAP) in 2014. This initiative was a targeted approach at reducing crime in and
around 15 NYCHA housing developments that were identified as the most violent
amongst the city’s developments. Many of the Davis focus groups were populated with
individuals who either lived in or frequented at least seven of the 15 developments.
Operation Impact combined with MAP explains the frequent and regular encounters
experienced by youth who lived in and or frequented these housing developments.
Although the mass majority of participants expressed concern around the themes noted
above, it is important to note that there were occasional mentions of police officers
engaging youth in a respectful manner. These same participants expressed having
positive interactions with officers, concluding that all officers are not bad, it is just a few
individuals.
While these are very important findings, caution must be taken in transferring
them onto other similarly situated youth. Therefore, I am cautious about reaching any
theoretical conclusions since these findings were gleaned from secondary qualitative
data, shaped by the interview instrument created for the JRP (see appendices L and N).
However, these findings certainly point to where we can pursue further inquiry to more
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fully understand the experiences and related implications of housing trespass
enforcement. Further research should include gathering data specifically from Black and
Latinx youth who live in and frequent NYCHA housing developments. There are
extensive studies that explore police street encounters with youth – but none that
exclusively examine youth encounters with NYPD in and around NYCHA developments.
The analysis from both sets of focus groups revealed that youth valued training,
respectful interactions, accountability for officers, improved communication, and community
engagement as the most important elements to improve youth community-police relations. As
such, the TRACE Model was created using these key themes as expressed by focus group
participants. The model seeks to bring form to how NYPD officers should interact with Black
and Latinx youth in NYC and is based on the five principles which include culturally competent
and sensitive trainings, respectful interactions, accountability, improved communication, and
community engagement.
The youth participating in these focus groups were particularly remarkable in their ability
to describe in detail traumatic encounters while simultaneously providing thoughtful and
intentional recommendations. This could be attributed to two factors, the normalization of
complex trauma and double consciousness. Complex trauma is defined loosely as a term that
refers to an individual’s exposure to multiple traumatic events over a period of time with a longterm impact resulting from this exposure (van der Kolk, Roth, Pelcovitz, & Sunday, 2005).
While double consciousness is an individual’s experience of twoness, where the racialized takes
the position of two different worlds – in this case, that of the person experiencing the traumatic
encounters, while concurrently engaging in the remedial process. This positioning affording the
group participants an insight especially valuable for engagement in the JRP.
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Limitations
Limitations are factors that may have an effect on the interpretation of the findings or the
transferability of the results and are not under the control of the researcher, essentially they are
potential problems for interpreting the results (Durdella , 2019; Pajo, 2018). This study has
several limitations including the use of secondary data, limited ability to theoretically sample, a
purposive sampling framework, and the nature of focus group dynamics.
Secondary data. These data were collected as part of an information gathering process
ordered by the court with the expressed purpose of gathering input for reforms to the NYPD. The
remedies gathered as part of the JRP were intended to be as narrow and targeted as possible.
Therefore, the focus group instrument used in this study was developed with the intended
purpose of narrowing the extent of information received from the focus groups. To reinforce this,
the majority of the focus group questions were specifically aimed at eliciting reform ideas from
participants around training, discipline, and supervision, with very little focus on inquiries
beyond that scope. As such, there was a limited effort at gathering a full and comprehensive
understanding of the SQF and housing trespass experiences. Inquiries were limited to one count
question and a general question for willing participants to share their experiences. Since the
focus groups were populated with participants connected to community-based organizations they
were well prepped for engagement at this level. Additionally, participants were pre-screened for
having had direct or indirect experiences with SQF or housing trespass enforcement, therefore,
their reform discussions were naturally laced with similarly aligned encounters.
Most importantly, since the sampling framework for this research and the study
instrument were designed to address the needs of the JRP, an entirely new sample and study
instrument would be needed to develop a theoretical framework. The study participants were
selected by community-based organizations from those areas most affected by the practice of
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SQF. It is highly likely that the experience of those within this study are different than young
Black and Latinx youth not connected to community-based organizations. Also, it is possible that
with a different interview instrument that different themes would emerge.
Limited theoretical sampling. Theoretical sampling in grounded theory is a
comprehensive process that includes interviewing new participants, returning to participants for
further inquiry, and seeking comparisons within data already collected. This process occurs when
the research seeks answers to questions that arise during the iterative process of data analysis
(Morse, 2015). In this study, the researcher was unable to interview new participants and ask
questions to old participants because the participants’ identities were all anonymous. However,
this researcher was able to theoretically sample within the selected transcripts, conducting
additional rounds of analyses with the expressed intent to seek answers related to the developing
grounded framework of engagement.
Purposive sampling. Purposive sampling and data fit are also limitations of this study.
Purposive sampling was used to deliberately identify individuals that were able to provide
information about their experiences with SQF and housing trespass enforcement. These
participants had a prior affiliation with organizations, groups, and housing developments. If
participants had direct or indirect experiences with SQF and housing trespass enforcement, they
were asked to participate in the study. This voluntary nature of participation provides the
potential for more motivated and opinionated individuals to participate than if random sampling
had been used. In turn, there was possible self-selection bias. Also, the participants used to
populate these groups were connected to community organizations, which makes them different
than young people with similar experiences with SQF and housing trespass, but not connected to
a community-based organization or service providers. The experiences of this small group of
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participants, intentionally sampled for this study is not representative of the full spectrum of
experiences and not generalizable to all Black and Latinx youth in New York City or any other
large city. However, this sample was robust due to the sample size and well matched attributes of
all focus groups, allowing me to gather information that expands the level of understanding and
contributes to the credibility of the research findings (Morse, 2015).
Nature of focus group dynamics. Focus group dynamics tend to sway toward
consensus, unfortunately and inadvertently silencing those voices of opposition. Despite having a
trained facilitator to guide the focus-group discussions, there was a general leaning toward group
consensus, whereas, individual voices may have remained quiet. With this natural leaning toward
consensus and an expected selection bias, there were very few outliers during the focus group
discussions.
Recommendations for Future Research, Policy, and Practice
Future Research. With the Federal Monitorship approaching its sixth year and the JRP
having ended more than one year ago, future research should focus on examining efficacy of the
monitorship. One such case study conducted by Amber Thorne Hamilton in 2017 is a good
model for a similar project in NYC. At the time of this writing, Peter Zimroth, the Federal
Monitor had submitted his Tenth Report of the Independent Monitor to the court. Within his
report were several areas relevant to the current study. These include accurate reporting of stops,
compliance with the racial profiling policy, compliance with the NYCHA interior patrol policy,
and compliance with training policies specifically related to racial profiling and biased based
policing complaints (Zimroth, 2019). A case study that closely examines NYPDs compliance
with the Federal Monitorship, as well as the ordering and implementation of recommendations
submitted to the court as part of the Joint Remedial Process would be timely.
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There are numerous studies that explore youth police encounters, but none that
specifically explore the housing trespass experiences of Black and Latinx youth in NYC. These
types of experiences, embedded in the daily life of an individual, change the way a person
navigates and understands the world. The freedom to navigate your environment becomes
minimized by the complexities of managing daily and frequent interactions with police and
ultimately shaping the perceptions that youth have of officers, good or bad. Therefore, it is
important that a deeper understanding of this experience is gathered to fully understand the shortand longer-term implications of policies like Operation Impact and vertical patrol, especially
where there is no investment in communities heavily impacted by crime.
Policy. Front-end accountability, a concept used often in government but very recently
applied to policing by Barry Friedman coined as “front-end voice in policing” encourages
policing policy making on the front end, providing opportunities for the public to provide input.
The front-end accountability model underscores the intent behind the remedial order in Floyd v.
City of New York, where Judge Scheindlin noted in her order that “no amount of legal or
policing expertise can replace a community’s understanding of the likely consequences of
reforms…” (Floyd v. City of N.Y. , 2013). A similar concept of front-end voice in policing from
which the JRP was modeled is the Cincinnati Collaborative Agreement Process. The NYC
activist community should be engaged in front-end efforts at accountability. This is consistent
with recommendations from the focus group participants within this study. This positioning of
community voice in the development of accountability efforts is very important. It lends value to
the importance of front-line accountability, acting as model for active community engagement in
policy and practice change.
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Practice. As police relations with communities of color continue to decline, there is no
better time or way to explore avenues toward improvement. Current policing reform policies and
practices are focused on either internal or external mandates. Externally, police departments have
been ordered by Federal Courts or the Department of Justice (under a consent decree) to reform
their policies and practices. With the reform efforts centering around changes to training,
paperwork, enforcement, implementation of facilitated discussions with communities, and
developing civilian oversight boards. Based on the findings from this study I would suggest the
adoption and implementation of the TRACE Model or something similar for police engagement
with Black and Latinx youth.
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APPENDIX C
PRECINCT SELECTION MATRIX BY ZIP CODE: FLOYD CASE
Precinct
23
25
33**
34**
40
43*
44
60
67
70
73
75
79
83
90
100**
101**
102
103***
105
106
107
115***
121
121

NEIGHBORHOODS
EAST HARLEM
EAST HARLEM
WASHINGTON HEIGHTS
HUDSON (WASHINGTON) HEIGHTS & INWOOD
MELROSE, MOTT HAVEN, PORT MORRIS
PARKCHESTER
HIGHBRIDE & CONCOURSE
CONEY ISLAND, BRIGHTON BEACH, WEST BRIGHTON BEACH, BENSONHURST,
GRAVESEND
EAST FLATBUSH
PROSPECT PARK SOUTH & FLATBUSH/DITMAS PARK
OCEAN HILL - BROWNSVILLE
EAST NEW YORK
BEDFORD STUYVESANT
BUSHWICK
WILLIAMSBURG
ARVERNE, BELLE HARBOUR, BREEZY POINT, BROAD CHANNEL, NEPONSIT,
ROCKAWAY PARK, ROCKAWAY BEACH
FAR ROCKAWAY
KEW GARDENS, RICHMOND HILL EAST, RICHMOND HILL, WOODHAVEN, NORTHERN
PART OF OZONE PARK
JAMAICA, HOLLIS PARK GARDENS, HOLLIS, LAKEWOOD
QUEENS VILLAGE, ROSEDALE, SPRINGFIELD GARDENS, CAMBRIA HEIGHTS,
LAURELTON, BELLEROSE, GLEN OAKS, NEW HYDE PARK, FLORAL PAR
HOWARD BEACH & SOUTH OZONE PARK
BRIARWOOD, JAMAICA HILLS, FRESH MEADOWS, POMONOK, JAMAICA ESTATES
JACKSON HEIGHTS, NORTH CORONA, EAST ELMHURST
WEST NEW BRIGHTON & ST. GEORGE
MARINER’S HARBOR, WILLOWBROOK, WESTERLEIGH, PORT RICHMOND, ELM PARK,
PORT IVORY, CHELSEA, BLOOMFIELD
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APPENDIX D
PSA/PRECINCT SELECTION MATRIX BY ZIP CODE: DAVIS CASE
PSA/
Prnct

Neighborhoods

1
60th

63rd
69th
76th
78th
2
73rd
75th
77th
3
79th
81st
84th
88th
90th
4
5th
7th
9th
10th
5
23rd
25th
28th
6
24th
26th
32nd
7
40th
42nd
8
43rd
45th
9
103rd

PATROLS DEVELOPMENTS WITHIN THESE PRECINCTS
CONEY ISLAND, BRIGHTON BEACH, WEST BRIGHTON BEACH, BENSONHURST,
GRAVESEND
SHEEPSHEAD BAY, GRAVESEND, KINGS HIGHWAY, HOMECREST, MADISON,
MANHATTAN BEACH, GERRITSEN BEACH
MARINE PARK
EAST FLATBUSH, CANARSIE
RED HOOK
PARK SLOPE, PROSPECT PARK
PATROLS DEVELOPMENTS WITHIN THESE PRECINCTS
OCEAN HILL - BROWNSVILLE
EAST NEW YORK
CROWN HEIGHTS, PROSPECT HEIGHTS
PATROLS DEVELOPMENTS WITHIN THESE PRECINCTS
BEDFORD STUYVESANT
BEDFORD STUYVESTANT
BROOKLYN HEIGHTS, BOERUM HILL, VINEGAR HILL, FARRAGUT RESIDENCES
CLINTON HILL & FORT GREENE
WILLIAMSBURG
PATROLS DEVELOPMENTS WITHIN THESE PRECINCTS
LOWER EAST SIDE - CHINA TOWN
LOWER EAST SIDE
EAST VILLAGE
CHELSEA & CLINTON SOUTH
PATROLS DEVELOPMENTS WITHIN THESE PRECINCTS
EAST HARLEM
EAST HARLEM
HARLEM
PATROLS DEVELOPMENTS WITHIN THESE PRECINCTS
UPPER WEST SIDE
HARLEM
HARLEM
PATROLS DEVELOPMENTS WITHIN THESE PRECINCTS
MELROSE, MOTT HAVEN, PORT MORRIS
MORRISANNIA
PATROLS DEVELOPMENTS WITHIN THESE PRECINCTS
PARKCHESTER
WESTCHESTER SQUARE, THROGGS NECK, MIDDLETOWN –PELHAM BAY
PATROLS DEVELOPMENTS WITHIN THESE PRECINCTS
JAMAICA, HOLLIS PARK GARDENS, HOLLIS, LAKEWOOD

107th

BRIARWOOD, JAMAICA HILLS, FRESH MEADOWS, POMONOK, JAMAICA ESTATES

113th

ST. ALBANS, HOLLIS, SPRINGFIELD GARDENS, SOUTH OZONE PARK, SOUTH JAMAICA,
ADDISLEIGH PARK, LOCUST MANOR
ASTORIA, LONG ISLAND CITY, WOODSIDE, JACKSON HEIGHTS

61st

114th

116

44th
100th

ADDITIONAL SUGGESTED PRECINCTS
HIGHBRIDGE & CONCOURSE

121th

ARVERNE, BELLE HARBOUR, BREEZY POINT, BROAD CHANNEL, NEPONSIT,
ROCKAWAY PARK, ROCKAWAY BEACH
(11692, 11693, 11694, 11695, 11697)
FAR ROCKAWAY
690, 11691)
WEST NEW BRIGHTON & ST. GEORGE

122nd

STATEN ISLAND (South Shore)

101st
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APPENDIX E
FLOYD SCREENING CRITERIA SHEET
PHASE 1 - Please use the following criteria to develop a sample list of focus group participants from
your organization.
I: AGE: 14 -25 years of age.
II: ZIP CODES:
High Priority
Precinct
40
44
67
73
75
101
103
115
121

NEIGHBORHOODS
(ZIPCODES)
MELROSE, MOTT HAVEN, PORT MORRIS
HIGHBRIDE & CONCOURSE
EAST FLATBUSH
OCEAN HILL - BROWNSVILLE
EAST NEW YORK
FAR ROCKAWAY
JAMAICA, HOLLIS PARK GARDENS, HOLLIS, LAKEWOOD
JACKSON HEIGHTS, NORTH CORONA, EAST ELMHURST
WEST NEW BRIGHTON & ST. GEORGE

Mid Priority
Precinct
23
43
79
90
Priority
Precinct
25
33
34
60
70
83
100
102
105
106
107
121

NEIGHBORHOODS
ZIPCODES
EAST HARLEM
PARKCHESTER
BEDFORD STUYVESANT
WILLIAMSBURG

NEIGHBORHOODS
ZIPCODES
EAST HARLEM
WASHINGTON HEIGHTS
HUDSON HEIGHTS, WASHINGTON HEIGHTS & INWOOD
CONEY ISLAND, BRIGHTON BEACH, WEST BRIGHTON BEACH, BENSONHURST, GRAVESEND
PROSPECT PARK SOUTH & FLATBUSH/DITMAS PARK
BUSHWICK
ARVERNE, BELLE HARBOUR, BREEZY POINT, BROAD CHANNEL, NEPONSIT, ROCKAWAY
PARK, ROCKAWAY BEACH
KEW GARDENS, RICHMOND HILL EAST, RICHMOND HILL, WOODHAVEN, NORTHERN PART OF
OZONE PARK
QUEENS VILLAGE, ROSEDALE, SPRINGFIELD GARDENS, CAMBRIA HEIGHTS, LAURELTON,
BELLEROSE, GLEN OAKS, NEW HYDE PARK, FLORAL PARK
HOWARD BEACH & SOUTH OZONE PARK
BRIARWOOD, JAMAICA HILLS, FRESH MEADOWS, POMONOK, JAMAICA ESTATES
MARINER’S HARBOR, WILLOWBROOK, WESTERLEIGH, PORT RICHMOND, ELM PARK, PORT
IVORY, CHELSEA, BLOOMFIELD

III: STOP, QUESTION, AND FRISK: Have these individuals or members of their family had direct or
indirect experiences with being stopped, questioned, and frisked?
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APPENDIX F
DAVIS SCREENING CRITERIA SHEET
Please use the following criteria to develop a sample list of focus group participants from your
organization.
I: AGE: 14 and older
II: CRITERIA: Participants should either live in the noted developments, have visited, or know someone who lives
there
III: DEVELOPMENTS:
DEVELOPMENT
NEIGHBORHOOD
PSA
PRECINCT
Lower
East
Side
(MANHATTAN)
4
7
Baruch
Coney Island (BROOKLYN)
1
60
Carey Gardens Houses
Sound
view
(BRONX)
8
43
Castle Hill
Broad Channel (QUEENS)
100
Hammel Houses
Fort Greene (BROOKLYN)
3
88
Ingersoll House
East New York (BROOKLYN)
2
75
Linden Houses
Mott Haven (BRONX)
7
40
Mitchel Houses
Mott Haven (BRONX)
7
40
Mott Haven Houses
Rockaway
Beach
(QUEENS)
100
Ocean Bay Houses
Mott Haven (BRONX)
7
40
Patterson Houses
East
New
York
(BROOKLYN)
2
75
Pink Houses
Long Island City (QUEENS)
9
114
Queensbridge Houses
Far Rockaway (QUEENS)
101
Redfern Houses
Red
Hook
(BROOKLYN)
1
76
Red Hook Houses
Lower East Side (MANHATTAN)
4
5
Smith Houses
Staten Island (SI)
121
Stapleton Houses
Brownsville (BROOKLYN)
2
73
Tilden Houses
Bedford Stuyvesant (BROOKLYN)
3
79
Tompkins House
Brownsville
(BROOKLYN)
2
73
Van Dyke Houses
East Harlem (MANHATTAN)
5
25
Wagner Houses
East Harlem (MANHATTAN)
5
23
Washington Houses
Baisley Park Houses
South Jamaica (Queens)
9
103
IV: STOP, QUESTION, AND FRISK: Have these individuals or members of their family or guests had direct or
indirect experiences with being
● stopped,
● or questioned,
● or frisked,
● or searched,
● or had an encounter where they were suspected of trespassing,
● or arrested for trespassing?
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APPENDIX G
CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN NYC STOP & FRISK JOINT REMEDIAL
PROCESS FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSION
You have been asked to participate in a focus group that is being conducted as part of the NYC
Stop & Frisk Joint Remedial Process (JRP). The JRP is a civic engagement process aimed,
ultimately, at developing recommendations for sustainable reforms to the stop and frisk and
housing arrest practices of the New York City Police Department. The purpose of the focus
group discussion is to gather input and recommendations for sustainable reforms.
You can choose whether or not to participate in the focus group discussion and stop at any time.
Although the focus group will be tape recorded, your responses will remain anonymous and no
names will be mentioned in the report.
There are no right or wrong answers to the focus group questions. We want to hear many
different viewpoints and would like to hear from everyone. We hope you can be honest even
when your responses may not be in agreement with the rest of the group. In respect for each
other, we ask that only one individual speak at a time in the group and that responses made by all
participants be kept confidential.
I understand this information and agree to participate fully under the conditions stated above:
Signed:__________________________________________________ Date: _______________
For Parents and/or Guardians of Minors
I hereby certify that I am the parent and/or guardian of ____________________________ who is
a minor, and hereby consent that any content provided by him/her through interviews or
otherwise, may be used by JRP for any purposes set forth in the release above, signed by the
minor, with the same force and effect as if signed by me.
Signed: ___________________________________________
Print Parent/Guardian Name: _________________________________
Date: _______________________
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APPENDIX H
FLOYD DEMOGRAPHICS QUESTIONNAIRE
Date:

Time:

Organization/Agency:

What is your race?
o White
o Black
o Hispanic (Black/Non-White)
o Hispanic (White)
o Asian _________________ (Specify)
{South Asian, Southeast Asian, East
Asian}

Your age:
____________

o Multiracial
_______________________________
_
o Other
_______________________________
_
Your gender:
o Male
o Female
o Transgender
o Other _________________________
o Gender non-conforming

Place of residence:
o NYCHA
Development Name
_______________________________
_
o Renter
o Owner
o Other including homeless
Zip Code: ____________________

Identify as LGBTQ Person:
o Yes
o No
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APPENDIX I
DAVIS DEMOGRAPHICS QUESTIONNAIRE
Date:

Time:

Organization/Agency:

What is your race?
o White
o Black
o Hispanic (Black/Non-White)
o Hispanic (White)
o Asian _________________ (Specify)
{South Asian, Southeast Asian, East
Asian}

Your age:
____________

o Multiracial
_______________________________
_
o Other
_______________________________
_
Your gender:
o Male
o Female
o Transgender
o Gender non-conforming
o Other
__________________________
Identify as LGBTQ Person:
o Yes
o No

Place of residence:
o NYCHA Development Name
_______________________________
_

Zip Code: ____________________
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APPENDIX J
PERSONAL PROSE (ICE BREAKER)

“I Am Human”
Assigned Color:

(Four things that describe you):

Friend of (Nickname or assigned color)

Who feels (up to 3 items)

Who fears (up to 3 items)

Who dreams of (up to 3 items)

Resident of (Borough)

Nickname:
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APPENDIX K
FOCUS GROUP INTRODUCTION SCRIPT
Welcome
Thanks for agreeing to be a part of the focus group. We truly appreciate your willingness to
participate.
Introductions
Jeanene
Valerie
Purpose of focus groups
In 2013, it was determined that the NYPD had violated the constitutional rights of many New
Yorkers with their Stop and Frisk practices. As a result, the Judge required that the NYPD
implement 5 immediate reforms. These reforms included
• Changes to policies and training related to stop and frisk and racial profiling
• Changes to supervision, monitoring and discipline
• Changes to stop and frisk documentation
• And, Implementation of a pilot body worn camera program
The Judge ordered that there is a Joint Remedial Process that will gather information about
supplemental reforms. This information is required to come from those communities that were
most impacted by these unconstitutional practices. However, the Judge did not order an end to
Stop and Frisk practices, but instead an end unconstitutional Stop & Frisk practices.
The reasons we are having this focus group is two-fold 1) to learn more about your experiences
with Stop and Frisk and MOST IMPORTANT 2) to gather ideas for supplemental reforms.
So, we need your input and we want you to share your honest and open thoughts with us.
GROUND RULES
1. WE WANT YOU TO DO THE TALKING.
a. WE WOULD LIKE EVERYONE TO PARTICIPATE.
b. I MAY CALL ON YOU IF I HAVEN’T HEARD FROM YOU IN A WHILE.
2. THERE ARE NO RIGHT OR WRONG ANSWERS
a. EVERY PERSON’S EXPERIENCES AND OPINIONS ARE IMPORTANT.
b. SPEAK UP WHETHER YOU AGREE OR DISAGREE.
c. WE WANT TO HEAR A WIDE RANGE OF OPINIONS.
3. WHAT IS SAID IN THIS ROOM STAYS HERE
a. WE WANT FOLKS TO FEEL COMFORTABLE SHARING WHEN
SENSITIVE ISSUES COME UP.
4. THE DISCUSSION WILL BE RECORDED
a. WE WANT TO CAPTURE EVERY THING YOU HAVE TO SAY.
b. WE WILL NOT IDENTIFY ANYONE BY NAME IN OUR REPORT. YOU
WILL REMAIN ANONYMOUS.
c.
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APPENDIX L
FLOYD FOCUS GROUP QUESTIONS AND PROBES
1. Who within this group has personally been stopped? Who has witnessed someone else
being stopped? [Ligon: the following establishes whether there are participants who have
had encounters in TAP buildings or NYCHA developments] Has anyone in this group
had this kind of encounter while in a private apartment building or public housing over
the last few years?
A. Is there anyone who would like to share their experiences with being stopped?
[Ligon: in the event there are participants that identify as having encounters
within TAP buildings this question will be asked]
i. Please describe encounters you have had or observed between other
people and the police in private apartment buildings or public housing.
Probes:
• Was the stop in a car, on the street,
in an apartment building or NYCHA
housing development?
• When was the most recent stop?
• After the stop, what happened?
o Were you frisked/searched?
o Were you arrested?
o Were you given a summons?
• What did the officer say or do?

ii. What do you think the officer could have done differently in this situation?
IMPORTANT FACILITATOR NOTE
{Facilitator discretion as to how much of the above to ask and how far to probe, consistent with
the goal of keeping the above no longer than 21% of the focus group discussion}
B. FACILITATOR NOTE: [In the instance when participants do not mention a
stop because of what they look like, the way they were dressed, where they
live or who they were with the following “prompt” question will be asked]
Why do you think you were stopped?
2. FACILITATOR NOTE: [If participants indicate that they were stopped because of what
they look like, the way they were dressed, where they live or who they were with, then
the question below will be asked without the “prompt” above]
What should the NYPD do to make sure that you are not being stopped
because of how you look, the way you were dressed, where you live or who
you were with?
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3. Sometimes when a police officer approaches you can walk away without answering
questions, in those instances what do you need the officer to say or do so that you know
you can walk away.
Probe:
For example,
• What do you need to know?
• How should the officer act or treat
you?

4. Sometimes an officer has the right to search a person without their consent and other
times the officer must ask a person if he or she consents to a search. In the times when an
officer needs to ask for consent to search, what should happen (what do you need the
officer to say or do) for you to feel that you can say “No, I do not give you the consent to
search?”
Probe:
For example,
• What do you need to know?
• What should the officer do/say?
• How should the officer act or treat
you?

5. For those of you who have been stopped (or have known someone that has been stopped), have
you (or the person stopped) ever made a complaint regarding why you (they) were stopped or
your (their) treatment during the stop?
Probe:
• Who did you complain to (CCRB,
Precinct, and Supervisor on duty)?
• What happened with the complaint?
• What do you think should have
happened?
• What would make you feel that the
officer was held accountable?

What type of things could NYPD (or anyone) do to make you feel like they listened to your
complaint and took it seriously?
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FACILITATOR NOTE: [If participants indicate that they would like to receive the officer’s
badge number, name, and directions for making a complaint the following question will be asked]
What about a stop receipt (facilitator explain what a stop receipt looks like) or a business
card?
6. How should officers be supervised and evaluated?
A. Provide suggestions of ways that supervisors can be informed of things that they need
to know in order to tell if their officers are doing a good job?
B. What types of things should be considered when officers are being evaluated?
Probe:
•

Provide examples of ways that
supervisors can evaluate how
an officer interacts with
community members.

FACILITATOR NOTE: [This is an additional opportunity to inquire about the use of officer
business cards if participants mention knowing the officer’s name and badge number]
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APPENDIX M
RESEARCH QUESTIONS ALIGNED WITH FLOYD FOCUS GROUP QUESTIONS

Research Questions
RQ2: How do Black and Latinx youth

between the ages of 13 and 25 experience
street stops and housing trespass enforcement
by the NYPD?
RQ2: How do Black and Latinx youth

between the ages of 13 and 25 experience
street stops and housing trespass enforcement
by the NYPD?
RQ1: What do Black and Latinx youth

impacted by SQF and trespass enforcement
think NYPD can do to improve community –
police relations with them?
RQ1: What do Black and Latinx youth

impacted by SQF and trespass enforcement
think NYPD can do to improve community –
police relations with them?
RQ1: What do Black and Latinx youth

impacted by SQF and trespass enforcement
think NYPD can do to improve community –
police relations with them?
RQ1: What do Black and Latinx youth

impacted by SQF and trespass enforcement
think NYPD can do to improve community –
police relations with them?

RQ2: How do Black and Latinx youth

between the ages of 13 and 25 experience
street stops and housing trespass enforcement
by the NYPD?

Floyd Focus Group Questions
FGQ1: Who within this group has personally been
stopped? Who has witnessed someone else being
stopped?

FGQ1A: Is there anyone who would like to share
their experiences with being stopped?

FGQ1Aii: What do you think the officer could
have done differently in this situation?

FGQ2: What should the NYPD do to make sure
that you are not being stopped because of how
you look, the way you were dressed, where you
live or who you were with?
FGQ3: Sometimes when a police officer
approaches you can walk away without answering
questions, in those instances what do you need the
officer to say or do so that you know you can
walk away?
FGQ4: Sometimes an officer has the right to
search a person without their consent and other
times the officer must ask a person if he or she
consents to a search. In the times when an officer
needs to ask for consent to search, what should
happen (what do you need the officer to say or do)
for you to feel that you can say “No, I do not give
you the consent to search?”
FGQ5: For those of you who have been stopped
(or have known someone that has been stopped),
have you (or the person stopped) ever made a
complaint regarding why you (they) were stopped
or your (their) treatment during the stop?
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RQ1: What do Black and Latinx youth

FGQ5: What type of things could NYPD (or
anyone) do to make you feel like they listened to
your complaint and took it seriously?

impacted by SQF and trespass enforcement
think NYPD can do to improve community –
police relations with them?
RQ1: What do Black and Latinx impacted by

FGQ6: How should officers be supervised?

SQF and trespass enforcement think NYPD
can do to improve community – police
relations with them?
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APPENDIX N
DAVIS FOCUS GROUP QUESTIONS AND PROBES
1. Who within this group has had an encounter with NYPD where they were suspected of
trespassing while in a public housing development or private apartment building? Who
within this group has been arrested for trespassing while in a public housing development
or private apartment building? Who has had a guest who has been suspected of
trespassing or arrested for trespassing while visiting you in a public housing development
or private apartment building?
2. Who within this group has personally been stopped while in a public housing
development or private apartment building? Who has witnessed someone else being
stopped {while in a public housing development or a private apartment building}? Who
has had a guest who has been stopped while in a public housing development or private
apartment building?
A. Is there anyone who would like to share their experiences with being
stopped? [Ligon: in the event there are participants that identify as
having encounters within TAP buildings this question will be asked]
i. Please describe encounters you have had or observed between other
people and the police in private apartment buildings.
Probes:
• When was the most recent stop?
•

After the stop, what happened?
o Were you frisked/searched?
o Were you arrested?
o If arrested, what happened
after your arrest?

•

What did the officer say or do?

ii. What do you think the officer could have done differently in this situation?
IMPORTANT FACILITATOR NOTE
{Facilitator discretion as to how much of the above to ask and how far to probe, consistent with
the goal of keeping the above no longer than 21% of the focus group discussion}
3. For those of you who have been stopped or have experiences with being arrested or
suspected of trespassing (or have known someone), have you (or the person) ever made a
complaint regarding why you (they) were stopped and/or arrested or your (their)
treatment during this encounter?
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Probe:
• If you (or someone you know who has been stopped)
did not make a complaint after being stopped, please
explain why you decided not to do so.
• Who did you complain to (CCRB, Precinct, and
Supervisor on duty)?
• What happened with the complaint?
• What do you think should have happened?
• What would make you feel that the officer was held
accountable?
What types of things could NYPD (or anyone) do to make you feel like they listened to
your complaint and took it seriously?
FACILITATOR NOTE: [If participants indicate that they would like to receive the officer’s
badge number, name, and directions for making a complaint the following question will be asked]

What about a stop receipt (facilitator explain what a stop receipt looks like) or a
business card?
4. What changes should the police make to most support a safe housing
development/neighborhood, including the building, parking lot and other areas?
5. What role would you like community groups or government agencies to play in
supporting a safe neighborhood?
6. How should officers be supervised and evaluated?
A. Provide suggestions of ways that supervisors can be informed of things that they
need to know in order to tell if their officers are doing a good job?
B. What types of things should be considered when officers are being evaluated?
Probe:
• Provide examples of ways that supervisors can evaluate how an
officer interacts with community members.
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APPENDIX O
RESEARCH QUESTIONS ALIGNED WITH DAVIS FOCUS GROUP QUESTIONS
Research Questions
RQ2: How do Black and Latinx youth

Davis Focus Group Questions
FGQ1: Who within this group has had an

between the ages of 13 and 25 experience
street stops and housing trespass enforcement
by the NYPD?

encounter with NYPD where they were
suspected of trespassing while in a public
housing development or private apartment
building? Who within this group has been
arrested for trespassing while in a public
housing development or private apartment
building? Who has had a guest who has been
suspected of trespassing or arrested for
trespassing while visiting you in a public
housing development or private apartment
building?

RQ2: How do Black and Latinx youth

FGQ2: Who within this group has personally

between the ages of 13 and 25 experience
street stops and housing trespass enforcement
by the NYPD?

been stopped while in a public housing
development or private apartment building?
Who has witnessed someone else being
stopped {while in a public housing
development or a private apartment
building}? Who has had a guest who has been
stopped while in a public housing
development or private apartment building?
FGQ2A: Is there anyone who would like to
share their experiences with being stopped?
FGQ2Ai: Please describe encounters you have
had or observed between other people and the
police in private apartment buildings.

RQ1: What do Black and Latinx youth

FGQ3: For those of you who have been

impacted by SQF and trespass enforcement
think NYPD can do to improve community –
police relations with them?

stopped or have experiences with being
arrested or suspected of trespassing (or have
known someone), have you (or the person)
ever made a complaint regarding why you
(they) were stopped and/or arrested or your
(their) treatment during this encounter?
What types of things could NYPD (or anyone)
do to make you feel like they listened to your
complaint and took it seriously?
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RQ1: What do Black and Latinx youth

FGQ4: What changes should the police make

impacted by SQF and trespass enforcement
think NYPD can do to improve community –
police relations with them?

to most support a safe housing
development/neighborhood, including the
building, parking lot and other areas?

RQ1: What do Black and Latinx youth

FGQ6: How should officers be supervised and

impacted by SQF and trespass enforcement
think NYPD can do to improve community –
police relations with them?

evaluated?
Provide suggestions of ways that supervisors
can be informed of things that they need to
know in order to tell if their officers are doing
a good job?
What types of things should be considered
when officers are being evaluated?
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APPENDIX P
CODE GROUNDEDNESS TABLE
Code
Groundedness Groups
Recommendation - Culturally
13 Recommendations, Recommendations
competency and sensitivity
- NYCHA
trainings
Feeling overpowered/Experience
8 Issues identified by participants
Accountability is
12 Recommendations, Recommendations
necessary/Recommendation
- NYCHA
Officers should be
6 Recommendations - NYCHA
respectful/Recommendation
Officers should change the way
4 Recommendations - NYCHA
they approach/Recommendation
Officer's should change their tone
2 Recommendations - NYCHA
and their language
Follow up regarding complaints
22 Recommendations
(calls, emails, mail,
interview)/Recommendation
Improved
17 Recommendations
Communication/Recommendation
Officers should have a reason for
13 Recommendations
the stop and or search and express
that reason/Recommendation
Officer should approach
12 Recommendations
calmly/Recommendation
Community should be able to
9 Recommendations
provide feedback
Respect People/recommendation
9 Recommendations
Community should know their
6 Recommendations
rights
Recommendation - Monitoring of
6 Recommendations
officers
People are scared of the cops
3 NYCHA - Trauma {fear}
I feel like they antagonize black
2 NYCHA - Trauma {fear}
people
Officers should not drive on the
2 NYCHA - Safety Recommendations
sidewalk
Officers make it feel
9 NYCHA - Safety Issues
unsafe/Experience
Safety in familiarity/Experiences
7 NYCHA - Safety Issues
Unsafe because of
4 NYCHA - Safety Issues
shootings/experiences
Trouble mining - cops looking for
5 NYCHA - Issues Identified by
trouble
Participants
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Officers cannot be trusted NYCHA
Surveillence in the
Home/Experience
Police lights make it look like a
concentration camp or prison
industrial complex/Experience
Frequent and regular stops in and
around NYCHA/Experiences
Stop making assumptions or
drawing quick conclusions investigate more Recommendations
Surveillance/Experiences
Physical force by an
officer/Experience
Stop because of how you're
dressed/Experiences
DTs "roll" up on you deep/Experiences
Officers do not provide
identifying information when
requested/Experiences
Stop as part of a
group/Experience
People are searched without
consent
Behavioral response to fear

Respect/Recommendation
Helplessness
Avoidance

3 NYCHA - Issues Identified by
Participants
3 NYCHA - Issues Identified by
Participants
2 NYCHA - Issues Identified by
Participants
11 Issues identified by participants,
NYCHA - Issues Identified by
Participants
9 Recommendations

8 Issues identified by participants
5 Issues identified by participants
4 Issues identified by participants
3 Issues identified by participants
5 Issues identified by participants
3 Issues identified by participants
7 Consent to search
4 Community Survival Techniques,
Issues identified by participants,
NYCHA - Trauma {fear}
12 Community Survival Techniques,
Issues identified by participants
2 Community Survival Techniques,
Consent to search, Issues identified by
participants, NYCHA - Trauma {fear}
10 Community Survival Techniques
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APPENDIX Q
THEORETIC SAMPLING SUMMARIES
Theoretic Sampling Step One – Group Summarizations
Group

Age

Results from Theoretical Sampling
SUMMARIZATIONS

F-GI

19 - 22

There was a detailed discussion around warrant mining and concerns with being stopped simply to see if the stopped
individual had a warrant and not based on some form of suspicion. Participants shared a sentiment that officers often
looked for trouble by provoking civilians. The discussion centered primarily around their experiences with
suggestions for changes, with the following theoretic concepts discussed were - improved communication, trainings
(culturally competent and sensitivity).

F-G2

18 – 23

There were numerous encounters described as aggressive, no one explicitly used the term respect. This is the only
focus group where participants did not explicitly use the term respect. The following theoretic concepts discussed
were training (culturally competent and sensitivity) and community involvement.

F-G3

18 – 21

Some participants within this group identified as LGBTQ persons and resided in supportive housing. Many of the
participants often felt surveilled. Participants expressed concerns with feeling overpowered by the police and that
police often went looking for trouble. This group needed constant redirection – they consistently expressed
hopelessness around the possibility of change. The following theoretic concepts discussed were - respect, community
engagement/feedback, and sensitivity trainings.

F-G4

15 – 17

This group included activist participants. The participants were very engaged and excited about the focus group. A
few of the participants had personal experiences with being stopped but most of them were informed by others’
experiences. The following theoretic concepts discussed were respect, improved communication, community
participation/engagement and feedback, culturally sensitive trainings and accountability.

F-G5

16 – 17

This focus group was a mixed-race group. There were at least two students who had personal experiences with stops.
At one point there was a discussion between a Black young lady and a White young lady. The white young lady held
the position that police do not randomly stop people for no reason as she had never been stopped and knew no one
with stop experiences. She further shared that the police would likely stop someone because they look suspicious.
This sentiment was countered by a Black female student who had been stopped while with her brother and knew
other people who had been stopped. The following theoretic concepts discussed were respect, and training for police
officers during this discussion.

F-G6

16 – 17

This was an engaged discussion with extensive responses. The group was essentially the ideal focus group as
participants engaged in the discussion with each other and expressed agreement and disagreement where present.
This group also included very mature and experienced students - this was definitely an outlier of a group. The
following theoretic concepts discussed were improved communication, training, respect, and accountability.

F-G7

F-G8

17

14 – 17

There were some participants who were sympathetic to the police and the work and world that officers worked
within. There was also a participant who worked within the neighborhood precinct and used that to inform her input.
The group discussion worked well, allowing an unpacking of the details as participants provided examples of their
own experiences. This group also acknowledged the importance of community communication with officers, an
example is the discussion between youth and officers. The following theoretic concepts discussed were respect,
improved communication, cultural sensitivity trainings, and accountability.
This was a group of PAL participants between the ages of 14 and 17 years. Many of the participants both male and
female had had experiences with being stopped and also shared situations where officers did not believe that they
were school aged. This is an interestingly contrasted group with PAL group as there were no sympathizers within
the group. This is likely a by-product of the communities that each of these groups are housed in. These youths’
participation in the PAL program did not insulate them from being stopped and in some instances harassed and
surveilled as they described it, by officers. The following theoretic concepts discussed were respect, improved
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communication, and community input.
F-G9

18 – 24

This group provided detailed experiential examples and suggestions for changes. The participant “white” was
objective in their responses, acknowledging the very important role of law enforcement and how some of the
suggestions could impact the police officer’s role in carrying out their job responsibilities. White’s input made for a
very good discussion and processing of the recommendations. The following theoretic concepts discussed were
respect and improved communication.

F-G10

14 – 21

This group included youth activists. They were all very engaged in the discussion. There were a variety of personal
experiences and share with reform ideas that were well thought out. The following theoretic concepts discussed were
improved communication, trainings (cultural awareness and sensitivity), respect, community engagement, and
accountability.

SUMMARIZATIONS
D-G1

14 – 25

This was a housing group with most participants living in NYCHA. All participants had either personal or vicarious
experiences. This group discussed the issues of fear, surveillance, and harassment by officers outside of their places
of residence or while visiting someone. Participants within this group correlated safety to familiarity. The following
theoretic concepts discussed were respect and sensitivity trainings.

D-G2

15 – 17

These participants primarily lived within NYCHA developments. There were some challenges with getting them
engaged in the conversation but toward the end things started to flow more naturally. The following theoretic
concepts discussed were respect, improved communication, sensitivity trainings and accountability.

D-G3

14 – 20

This group were of youth who regularly attended the neighborhood youth center. Almost all participants lived in the
housing developments and had either had a personal and/or vicarious experience with SQF. The issues of
surveillance, feeling helpless and overpowered by the police, feeling as if officers were trouble mining was weaved
throughout the discussion and participants expressed feeling unsafe in their community, noting the police for this
lack of safety. The group discussed only one theoretic concept - respect.

D-G4

17 – 21

This was a group of predominately male participants with two female participants. Every participant lived within
the housing developments connected to the youth center and participated in the after-school program. This was one
of the first groups where we heard about the cultivation of youth confidential informants, a theme not present in
any of the groups that discussed street stops. This group primarily discussed their experiences with officers and
feeling taunted and antagonized. They expressed being frequently and regularly stopped or confronted by officers,
often feeling overpowered. There were no theoretic concepts gathered from this group as it was challenging to
move the young people from their experiences to a full discussion on solutions. The solutions/recommendations
that were provided were specific to complaints and supervision.

D-G5

16 – 19

This group included predominately male participants as part of a weekly program, along with two female
participants. This was one of three different groups where participants lived within the same developments. These
youth had frequent and persistent contact with NYPD within their buildings, around the building property and in
the surrounding areas of the neighborhood. Youth expressed feeling like they were surveilled and overpowered by
officers. This is also one of the first groups where the participants mention scaffolding and how it impacts safety.
The following theoretic concepts discussed were respect, accountability, and improved communication.

D-G6

13 – 25

This was a group that included youth participants who also worked for the community center. These participants
also engage in activist work within their communities and spoke to the importance of having youth and police engage
in talks similar to this focus group. There were also examples of how youth and police can engage more. The group
members discussed the issue of fear. And it was one of a very few groups that acknowledged crime (i.e. shootings)
in their neighborhoods, these group members felt unsafe in their communities because of shootings. The following
theoretic concepts discussed were respect, improved communication, community engagement and accountability.

D-G7

16 – 23

This group included youth who regularly attended a community center and resided within the housing
development. There was a male participant that spoke about feeling safe within the community that he had recently
moved to. He shared that he currently felt safe in his community because it was a “white” neighborhood and there
were limited police officers patrolling the neighborhood. Participants expressed feeling overpowered by police,
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experiencing the feeling of fear and feeling as if officers were often looking for trouble. Group members also felt
surveilled within their homes and that the developments were being institutionalized by the use of lights and
surveillance. The theoretic concept discussed within this group was respect.
D-G8

13 – 20

This group was difficult to engage. Many of the participants were consumed with personal experiences with police
officers and what they had seen on social media and the news. The theoretic concept discussed was improved
communication.

D-G9

15 – 19

This was a very short group with almost no participants with personal experiences but almost all participants knew
someone or had observed someone being stopped by the NYPD. There were themes about institutionalizing the
developments, people feeling overpowered and a theoretic concept of respect.

D-G10

14 – 15

Within this group there was only one participant with personal experience with being stopped and the remaining five
had vicarious experiences. This was the smallest group of all with six participants. The following theoretic concepts
discussed were around respect and improved communication.
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APPENDIX R
THEORETICAL SATURATION COMPARISON RESULTS BY GROUP
Group

Age

Concepts
Training

Respect

Accountability

Communication
Improved

F-GI

19 – 22

X

F-G2

18 – 23

X

F-G3

18 – 21

X

X

F-G4

15 – 17

X

X

F-G5

16 – 17

X

X

F-G6

16 – 17

X

X

X

X

F-G7

17

X

X

X

X

F-G8

14 – 17

X

X

F-G9

18 – 24

X

X

F-G10

14 – 21

Engagement/Involvement
Community

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Training

Respect

Accountability

Communication
Improved

Engagement/Involvement
Community

X

X

D-G1

14 – 25

X

X

D-G2

15 – 17

X

X

D-G3

14 – 20

D-G4

17 – 21

D-G5

16 – 19

X

X

X

D-G6

13 – 25

X

X

X

D-G7

16 – 23

X

D-G8

13 – 20

D-G9

15 – 19

X

D-G10

14 – 15

X

X

X

X
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